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Sixty Seven Employes Legislature

Discharged
SMALL

IIOIER

RETAINED

May Not Be Able to Handle
Work Result of Long Caucus and Night Session.
Following a caucus of the members
of the Council and of the House yesterday afternoon and a night session of
the Legislative Assembly last evening,
It was stated this morning that
employes out of the ninety-fou- r
originally on the pay roll are to be
Thi3 will
paid oft and discharged.
leave In the House out of sixty employes, some of whom were federal,
a total of twenty, Including the expert
help which Is already limited below
the minimum needed for the work on
hand.
In the Council there will remain out
of thirty-fou- r
employes, several of
whom were also federal employes, a
total of seven to do the work required.
While It Is admitted by even the
"reform element" that this number Is
Inadequate for the proper handling of
the work of the Assembly, the reduction In numbers Is being made in order to keep the expenses for extra
help and for contingent expenses
within the amount of the $15,000 appropriation authorized by the United
States Congress for such purpose. .
Expert Help to Resign.
reIt la probable that, owing to a
duction contemplated in the salaries
of expert help, several first class stenographers and translators will resign
poMonday and return to their former
sitions, which they have left on leave
of absence.
alThis Is the final outcome of the
leged "padding of the employes payroll" which developments have proven
was not only not padded, but was
hanscarcely large enough to properly
a
dle the work. It is admitted that
asfew of the minor employes such as
and
sistants to the
might be dispensed
with without crippling the force greatthat even
ly, but It Is well known
help
for
expert
demand
the
then,
which is now more sorely needed than
the
ever, would more than make up
difference on the pay roll.
Chief Clerk Martin of the Council
and Chief Clerk Staplin of the House
were Instructed to begin "using the
axe" just as Boon as the funds were
available to pay off the employes who
are to be discharged.
The question now confronting the
Is
legislators, and It Is a grave one,
can the Assembly conduct Its sessions
from now until the end of March with
n
hoin iit Its disposal and
time transact the great
same
at the
bulk of business of Importance to me
people?
Too Much of a Good Thing.
"I am in favor of economy In every
or the Assembly
way," said a member
opposed
am
strenuously
I
"but
today
the
to overdoing It so as to cripple
expect
good work which the people
from this Assembly."
tne
"I understand however, that by
are
terms of the appropriation, we
loft ni flUfiretinn In the matter and
to
we therefore must bow our heads
conditions and do the best we can.
iKfnn nnnmnriatton authorized
rrt,
federal government will not
the
by
be exceeded even II we nave 10
omninvPH out of our own pocket3. I
know that a number of the members
of the Assembly have already
nrivatft stenographers to at
tend to matters that should be done
in the Capitol by legislative employes.
t think the action of this body is
certainly the hest refutation possible
of the sensational charges that nave
been made against It, of padding pay
nd the like."
rolls, grafting
THE COUNCIL.
Fifteenth Day Afternoon Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the Council met at 3:30 p. m., President Spie38
In the chair. The Chief Clerk read
the roll Mr. Dalles absent owing to
Illness. A message from the House
was received. Chief Clerk Staplin of
the House announced that the House
had passed, over the Governor's veto,
House Joint Resolution Number 4,
providing for the payment of employes
Mr.
and for contingent expenses.
Martinez, In a motion duly seconded
and carried, asked that the Council
take up for consideration, the message
from the House under suspension of
t.hfl rulaa. Mr Mirn. was nnlled to the
chair by President Spiess following
the reading of the communication
from the Governor vetoing the resolution providing for the pay of employes
and contingent expenses, while the
President took the floor to resent certain statements In the message, He
made a strong plea In behalf of the
passage of House Joint Resolution
Number 4. He then moved that the
vote by which the resolution had
passed the Council the first time be
which was duly seconded and carried.
This had the effect of bringing the
resolution again before the Council.
Mr. Spiess then moved that House
Joint Resolution Number 4 do now
pass this Council the objections of the
Governor thereto, - notwithstanding.
The roll was read by the Chief Clerk
sixty-seve-

n

door-keepe-

vj

and the resolution was passed over
the Governor's veto the vote being
unanimous 11 ayes, 0 nays. Mr. Dalies absent owing to illness.
Council Bill Number 40 was introduced by Mr. Cameron, an act provid
ing for a lien on breeding animals
and for other purposes. The bill was
read the first and second time and
ordered translated, printed and referred to the Committee on Live
Stock.
A message from the Governor waB
received. It announced that the Gov
ernor had signed House Joint Resolu
tion Number 2 relative to the appoint-mn- t
of a Joint committee to draft a
new election law. The Council then
took a recess until 7:30 p. m. In the
meantime that body held a caucus on
the question of employes.
THE HOUSE.
Fifteenth Day Afternoon Session.
After being In executive session in
committee of the whole from 2:30
o'clock until 3:30, the House
vened. Speaker Baca in the chair. Ail
answered present to the roll. Mr.
Beach, who presided as chairman of
whole
the
of
committee
the
had
House
the
stated
that
fully considered the acceptance of the
Invitation of W. S. Hopewell, vice
president of the Santa Fe Central
Railway to the Legislature to take a
trip through Torrance county on a
sneclnl train and that the house In a
committee of the whole had decided
upon Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe, Mr.
Mirabal and Mr. Mullens as a committee to confer with a like committee from the Council as to the time
for tAklnc such a trip. The House,
nnnn motion, dulv seconded and car
ried, then went Into a recess lasting
twenty minutes, while the Committee
on Territorial Affairs to which had
hepn nreviouslv referred, House Bill
Number 44, relative to the filling of
vacancies in county offices, preparen
a report upon the bill.
a imiihi from the Honorable
Council waa received and the House
convened to receive tne message.
.artin announced that
Chief Clerk
had
passed House Joint
Council
the
Resolution Number 4, the objections
of the Governor thereto notwithstanding.
secUpon motion of Mr. Holt, duly
onded and carried,' the House took another recess of ten minutes.
At 4:35 o'clock the House again reconvened. The Committee on Territorial Affairs, Mr. Padilla, chairman,
reported that it had considered House
iBill Number 44 and recommended
that the bill as originally drafted do
not .pass this House." The committee then offered House Bill Number
44, Substitute, and recommended Its
passage. Both bills were read In full
for zeneral information. The House
Substitute Bill Number 44, provided
that the county commissioners snouia
and
fill vacancies in county offices
contained in addition, the proper enacting clause. Mr. Gallegos, who in
troduced Hou3e Bill Number 44, original, at a previous session, moved
that the report of the committee be
Mr.
adopted. The motion prevailed.
Bill
Gallegos then moved that House
Number 44, original, he tabled. This
motion also carried by a viva voce
vote. Upon motion of Mr. Gallegos
,
that House Bill Number 44, bUDSti-tute'be read the third time preparatory to passage, the chief clerk read
the bill by title. After hrief speeches
in
by Mr. Hudspeth and by Mr. Holt
favor of the bill, Mr. Gallegos moved
that the bill "do now pass." The
House by a viva voce vote passed the
bill, there being no dissenting voice.
Upon motion of Mr. Beach, duly seconded and carried, the House
until 7:30 V. IB.
A meeting of the Council and House
was neia
Tnint Caucus Committee
immediately following to discuss the
question of employes.
THE COUNCIL.
Fifteenth Day Night Session.
The Council convened at 7:30 p
m.
President Spiess in the chair
The chief clerk read the roll, all an
swering present except Mr. Dalies
and Mr. Richards, absent owing to
illness.
A message from the House was received. Chief Clerk Staplin of the
House announced that the House had
passed House Joint Resolution Number 5, relative to additional pay of
smnloves and for contingent expenses.
The message was received and House
Joint Resolution Number 5 was read
the first time in full. Mr. Duncan
moved that House Joint Resolution
Number 5 be read the second time un
of the rules. The
der suspension
chief clerk read tfie resolution by
title. Mr. Duncan then moved that
House Joint Resolution Number 5 be
read the third time by title preparatory to its passage. The motion prevailed and the chief clerk read the
resolution by title.
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, duly
seconded, the roll was called and
House-- Joint Resolution Number 5 was
passed by the Council the vote being
Mr. Dalies and Mr.
9 ayes, 0 nayes;
Richards absent and Mr. Cameron being excused from voting upon his
The Council then adown request.
3 o'clock Monday afteruntil
journed

NO. 302.
JEROME
FIGH

Little Show to Refute Wife's Story
Thaw Case
EVIDENCE

INSANITY

New York, Feb. 9 The nature of
District Attorney Jerome's
of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, who
has already spent two days on the
witness stand was the nrinciiml tonic
of discussion when the court adjourned yesterday until Monday morn
he district attorney has a diffing.
icult problem in this
With the truth or the falsify of
the stories of the witness told to her
husoand, he has nothing to do. The
statement that she told these things,
Jerome cannot disprove. Ills strongest chance is to make her stumble in
her story or compel her to admit telling ether things about her past life to
Thaw which would minimize in his
mind the effect of the story of her relations with Stanfoid White.
May Discredit Wife's Story.
He can introduce evidence, if he
has it, affecting .her
credibility as a
witness, but as for the main statements in her testimony, White himself, if alive, could not go on the stand
and deny. Jerome will object to further testimony along this lino.
No Evidence On
Insanity.
As yet there is no evidence to show
that Thaw Is or ever was insane, and
until this Is shown any of these stories would
be entirely Immaterial.
Thaw's attorney stated last night that
Mrs. Thaw would again take the stand
Monday morning on direct examination, but as to what she would testify.
he was not prepared to state.
Thaw's Will as Evidence.
It is expected that Mr. Delmaa will
make a vigorous effort on Monday to
introduce Thaw's will in evidence. It
Is believed to be strongly relied upon
to show the effect upon Thaw's mind
of the stories told him by his wife. It
is said to have been written on loose
sheets, partly typewritten and partly
in handwriting, with many Interlinea-- '
uuns. According to tne report fouay,
the will is exnectd to show that.
Thaw feared assassination and that
he ordered $50,000 to be devoted to
the prosecuting of an assassin. Among
other provisions is one setting aside
$75,000 for the care of women he believed to have suffered through Stanford White.
The names of these
women are reported to be given in
the will. It also provides for the education of Howard Nesbit and an allowance is made for Evelyn's mother.
The Income from the remainder of the
estate is bequeathed to his wife.

s'Vt

Tipple at Yankee Mine No.

THE

COAL GAMP

OF. YANKEE
THE

ICE

MESA

LAKES

Marvelous Development and Growth
of Colfax County and the City of Ra- ton Furthered by the Building of Raton & Eastern and Allied Railroads
New Industries Springing to Life
i

Few people in the Territory of New contains some of the greatest deposMexico outside of Colfax County know its of coal In all the west, and new
anything of the wonaerrul develop- mines are being opened as rapidly as
ment and great prosperity of Colfax men can be' obtained to mine the proCounty. Within the past year the duct. Perhaps the greatest mines in
population of the county has almost
doubled, hundreds of new houses
have been built in the City of Raton,
which Is the county seat, and today a
vacant house cannot be found In this
thriving city. Property has doubled
!n value, and men who had business
foresight and judgment to invest In
Raton property have become immensely wealthy. New people of all
classes are coming Into the country
daily, some to find remunerative labor, others with capital to Invest, and
others seeking homes on account of
the healthful climate. The one Industry which has done more to bring
about the wonderful prosperity of the
county Is coal mining. Colfax County

the county and the mines which have
been doing and will do more to Increase the prosperity and growth of
the county are the Yankee mines located about eight miles east of the
city of Eaton. These mines are operated by the Yankee Fuel Company
and comprise the Tich coal fields on
the Johnson and Barela Mesas. There
are three openings to the mines fiom
which hundreds of tons of coal are
being taken dally. The coal is of
superior quality and there is no better coal mined west of Pittsburg. The
opening of these mines has led to
the establishment and building up of
i town at Yankee, which will soon
be a little city of three or four thou

1, Colfax

County.

sand inhabitants.
The town has an
ideal location, in a broad and beautiful valley ou the east fork of the
Sugarite Cano.i. It Is surrounded on
the one side by the Johnson Mesa
and on the other by the Barela Mesa.
Each of these mesas comprise many
thousands acres, and each Is underlaid
with valuable coal deposits which will
be worked and successfully mined
for an hundred years. From this one
camp, all this vast deposit of coal will
be accessible. Jo E. Sheridan, United States mini) Inspector for the Territory of New Mexico, in his last annual report, estimated that in the
one seam of coal now opened by the
Yankee Fuel Company, there are over 240,000,000 tons, this seam being
more than six fet In thickness. Above
this seam, possibly one hundred feet,
there is still another- vein of coal
known as the Llewellyn seam whicn
probably contains a like amount of
coal and will be later on developed
to considerable extent.
Further de
velopment work is under way at the
present time.
The Town of Yankee.
The town of Yankee today contains
over one hundred dwelling houses, a
large store room, tlree hotels, and
a magnificent library; an amusement
hall is now nearing completion. A
little over a year ago there was not
a house in the town; foundations are
laid for at least fifty more houses, and
new houses are being constructed as
rapidly as material can be secured
and carpenters can erect them. It
will be the most complete and best
constructed camp in northern New
The
Mexico or southern Colorado.
houses are bein.j built of the best
lumber and material that can be obtained; all are neatly painted. The
town will have broad stroets, cement

sidewalks and a'l electiic lighting
system will be Installed; and it already is supplied with a modern water
works system, supplied with the
purest of spring water In an Inexhaustible quantity;
it has a large
and commodious school house. An entertainment hail ia being built by the
company for the use of the miners;
on the lower flocr there will be a
reading room, a library which will be
supplied with the latest and best
books by" standard authors, and the
leading newspapers will bo received
daily; a bowling alley will be Installed and pool anl blllard tables will
be provided.
The second floor contains a large auditorium which will
be used in theatrical
performances
and, for. dancing. Large cuke ovens
are being rapidly constructed and the
slack product of t?,e mines: will b
burned Into coke. The min inspector In his report shows that the coke
is
made from the Yankee
even better than that made of Pittsburg coal.
Ico Harvesting.
Another enterprise
that Is at
present
doing much toward the
great prosperity of the county, and
which promises to increase Materially
is that of the ice business. On the
west fork of the Sugarite Creek and
from which the city of Rstcn receives its water supply, are several FIND RENDEVOUS
lakes, namely, Carishrook, St. Maritz,
OF TERRORISTS
Silver Planet, Maloyn, Alice, Camfer
and Dorothy. These lakes together
of
cover many hundreds of acres of Russian Police Discover
Assassins in Female University-Ma- ny
ground, and being at an elevation of
Arrested.
9,000 feet, the cold ni;hts cau;e them
to freeze over to a depth "f from
Moscow, Feb. 9. The headquarters
inches. Within
twelve to twenty-fou- r
the past year or twt, the Raton Ice of a flyins group of terrorists from
whence agents were sent out to execute the death sentences imposed on
(Continud on Page Seven.)
General Ignatieff, a member of the
Council of the Empire; Lieutenant
Pavloff,
procurator general;
Major
General Von Der Laiulenlz, prefect of
police of St. Petersburg, and S. A.
Alexandrovsky, governor cf Penza
have been located at the Moscow Female University.
The police searched the university
tenements
building and many near-band arrested eight girl students and
a number cf men but the leadera escaped. A number cf bombs and sixty
pounds of ryroxllln, a high explosive,
were siezed at the University.
Hot-Be-

y

--

i.

1

MUST NOT PRINT
THAW EVIDENCE
Canadian P?pers Will bs Barred Use
cf Mails if They Do Postmaster
General Issues Order.
Ottawa, Ontario, Feb. 9. The postmaster general of Canada has been
asked to deny the use of the mails to
all local papers which printed the details of Thursday's evidence in the
Thaw trial In New York. The postmaster general said he had not read
the report of the trial in the papers
mentioned, but that the law was clear
upon the point and he would see that
it was enforced.
"Any newspaper
publishing the filthy evidence of the
trial in question," he said "would be
guilty cf misdemeanor upder the Canadian postal laws."
--
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(Continued on Page 8).
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Still Lacking Cross Fxe ruination of Witness Monday
May Decide Slayer's h ate.

noon.

THE HOUSE.
Fifteenth Day Night Serfiion.
The House reconvened at 7:30
o'clock p. m. Speaker Baca In the
chair. The chief clerk read the roll,
all anwerlng present.
Mr. Beach then announced that at
a Joint caucus of the members of the
House and of the Council, a resolution
had been drafted for the paying off
Of em,Dlove
tar tho Ava dava In
cess of the fifteen days for which an
appropriation had already been made
In House Joint Resolution Number 4,
passed over the Governors veto at

I

Lake Dorothy,

Colfax County

Altitude 9,000 Feet

r

SIX SUFFOCATED
BY MINE FIRE
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Feb. 9. Six out
of seven men who were entombed last
night in Number 11 collier of the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre Coal Company
at Wanamle, were found dead today.
The bodies were found In the bottom lift of the mine. The men were
caught by a fire which started upon
the fourth lift, cutting off all escape.
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SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

at Yaukee and who are building a
railroad across northern New Mexico
without asking any subsidy or special
favors from the Territory, sluuld be
done, for the example of Colfax
County shows that such a policy pays
wonderfully well.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Sec'y-Trea-
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest ne wsnaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
Tory postofnce In the Territar. nd h as a arc;e and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie 01 me Southwest

WOULD BE A BAD BLUNDER.
The New Mexican has made investigations during the past ten days Into
matters connected with the management of Institutes for the Deaf and
Dumb and for the Blind.
This, in
order to treat intelligently and timely,
the recommendations made by Governor Hagerman in his message to thi
Legislative Assembly that the lusti
tute for the Deaf and Dumb in tli it
city be moved to Alamogordo and
there combined with the Institute foi
the Blind, to save expense.
The New Mexican finds the facts to
be:
First. The methods of instruction
pursued in a school for the deaf
different from those ia a
school for the blind. The instruction
to the deaf is carried on almost en
tirely through the sense of sight, while
that of the blind depends mostly upon
the sense of hearing. Teachers of
either class of children require special training and preparation before
they can successfully take up the
work, and it is entirely out of the
question to suppose that one teacher
could successfully teach a class oi
deaf children and a class of blind
children together.
Second. The deaf children and
blind children have nothing in common. Their recreations are entirely
of a different nature.. Cames and
amusements that appeal to one are
absolutely foreign to the other. Music
especially appeals to the blind and
should occupy a prominent part in
their instruction. This is out of the
question with a class whose ears are
closed to all sound. Outdoor games,
such as baseball, football and others
that the deaf might enjoy, cannot be
Indulged in by the blind for obvious
reasons.
It naturally follows that
when two such classes of children are
thrown together, having nothing In
common and no ready means of communication one with the other, more
or less friction Is the result.
Third. In the course of a short
for industrial
vhile departments
training should be and will be Introduced. Those trades that are best
suited to the deaf are not suited to
the blind. Shoemaking, printing, carpentry, tailoring and like trades are
well suited to the deaf, but are not
at all suited to the blind.
Fourth. It will be only a few years
before the school for the deaf and
dumb lu this city will have forty or
fifty or possibly sixty pupils. The Institute for the Blind at Alamogordo
will aiso grow in the same proportion. New buildings will be required
should these two institutions be combined and naturally there can be no
saving there. Should the two institutes be combined now when the number of inmates Increase there would
have to be a separation in a few years
and again additional cost will be entailed. Where, therefore, does the
utility or the economy of a combination and consolidation come In? The
Legislative Assemblies of New Mexico which created these institutions
some years since considered the question involved very carefully, and came
to the conclusion that separate institutions would be better for those who
should be benefited and for the commonwealth.
Governor Hagerman has advanced
nothing in support of his theory, except the plea "economy." This plea
Is not sustained by experience, conditions and facts.
The census of 1900 shows that there
were In the Territory oi New Mexico
deaf
then and there about seventy-livpersons of school age, that is between
the ages of five and twenty-onyears;
this proportion has greatly increased
since then and, it Is believed, has
vith a small appropriation
doubled.
and careful attention to business the
school a t Santa Fe can be enlarged so
as to take care of from fifty to sixty
pupils who, in all human probability,
will be secured by the end of next
year.
On examination of the records it is
found that there are very few states
which hae their institutes for the
deaf and dumb and for the blind in
the same location and even then the
buildings and schools are entirely separated and apart. The following statistics prove this assertion:
There are in the United States a
total of 128 schools for the deaf;
112 of these are supported
by the
states and territories and 1G are private or denominational schools. Of
these 112 state Institutions there are
only 10 that are combined with the
blind and these 10 without exception
have separate buildings for the blind
and the deaf and are combined only
In the sense of being under one general head; all other things they are
entirely separate.
As to per capita cost: There are
fourteen state schools that cost over
Many others cost
$300 per' capita.
over J275 for maintenance per capita
and running expenses. The average
per capita spent In every school for
the deaf in the United States is
$274.44 or practically $275.
For each pnpil in the New Mexico
Institute for the Deaf and Dumb there
Is snent $275 per annum. This Is in
keeping with the cost of maintenance of schools all over the country
are
and where board and clothing
cheaper than they are here; it is well,
established that a small number of
pupils comparatively epeaking, costs
much more than does a large number.

Were the capacity of the New Mexico Institute for the Deaf and Dumb
and for t tie Blind filled, cost of maintenance in each case would be great-ia's
reduced and probably
xperience has proven that the greater the number to be maintained the
smaller the comparative cost.
The board of regents of the school
.'or the Deaf and Dumb In this city is
isking for a yearly allowance of
;7,500; this is based upon an attendance of thirty inmates at the rate
jf $250 per capita. This is less than
it costs in any similar institution in
the United Stales. That the number
of inmates within the next few months
will be thirty is considered sure by
;liose who have interested themselves
m the subject and have studied
Its
.ihases. Kconomy can much better
e applied in other directions than in
.his, and some of it right in the Territorial Capitol building where some
salaries and allowances are much
higher than they should be. There
should be no reduction In allowances
to
instituteducational
Territorial
ions, especially of the kind prescribed
herein. The people are perfectly
willing to treat them liberally and
will not grumble at the few 'dollars
which they will have to pay in taxes
for their maintenance and support.
As said before in these columns the
recommendation of the Governor In
this respect Is not at all well taken
and should not be heeded by the
Legislative Assembly.
The people will approve liberal support for the Institute for the Deaf
and Dumb in Santa Fe and the Institute for the Blind in Alamogordo.
one-thir-

Thirty-sevent-

h

THE EXAMFLE

OF COLFAX
COUNTV.
The County of Colfax, to a greater
extent than an other section of New
Mexico has succeeded in drawing outside capital for the development of its

e

e

Very
splendid natural resources.
early in its history, although it is one
of the younger counties, it drew capital from afar and ever since has outside capital profited by the opportunities that were offered by the niany- fold resources of this little empire of
natural wealth. As a consequence,
Colfax County is not only a leader in
the production of coal, but it also
ranks high as a producer of other
minerals, of agricultural products, the
output of wool as well as the number
a.l grade of its lierds of cattle and
Hocks of sheep. From the day3 when
the gold mines of Elizabethtown, the
Baldy District, the Moreno Valley
drew thousands of prospectors across
the Colorado line and created the
County of Colfax to this very day
when the magnificent work of Empire
Building has been taken up by the
capitalists who are constructing tho
Raton, Englewod and Liberal Railway
and are making mines out of the fine
coal seams that underlie Johnson's and
Barela mesas, outside capital and
home enterprise have
with
remarkable success. "Westward the
course of empire takes its way," said
Kingsley, but strange to say, the development of Colfax County is going
eastward. The gold fields on the
western boundary first attracted attention, then the coal fields east of
them and now it is the country east
of the Santa Fe Railway that is at
the door of unparalleled and permanent development and growth. It is
true that Johnsons mesa has demonstrated for some years already that It
produces the finest crops without irrigation and upon it has been established a thriving agricultural community. But that after all was but a prelude to the vaster enterprise of the
company that has established the coal
camp of Yankee and is pushing with
might and main the con truction of a
railroad from Raton to Des Moines, in
Union County, and beyond, to be met
extension of the
by an important
Santa Fe system now being built from
Liberal, Kansas, toward Englewood,
in connection with which it will furnish another through line south of
Raton pass paralleling the Belen cutoff, or the New Mexico Eeastern Railway, as it is officially designated.
What such a railroad means to eastern Cclfax County and especially to
the City of Raton, a mere glance at
the map will unfold, and this a knowledge of the vast undeveloped resources of eastern Colfax County will
emphasize. The coal fields underlying
Johnson's and Barela mesas are the
finest in the Southwest and they are so
extensive that even their exploitation
upon the grand scale upon which it
is being done will not exhaust them
for several centuries. On both sides
of the railroad will lie fertile fields
that will grow, in fact have been
growing, crops without irrigation. As
a stock country, this section has no
equal. Here lies the only unappropriated public land of the county and,
upon the completion of the railroad, it
s
will be taken up quickly by
whose homes will dot the
mesas and valleys in every direction.
Lucky Indeed is Colfax County and
fortunate is New Mexico because the
example set by that county will have
its beneficial Influence in drawing capital to develop the resources of other
counties. Whatever the public, the
legislature and private interests holding uniWeloped lands and resources
can do
encourage such enterprise
as that
capitalists who In a remarkably slrW time have established
the most rJAlero and th&" best
equipped coal cnp in the Southwest
-

1

home-seeker-
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THE TIDE OF IMMIGRATION.
The Kansas City Journal, a newspa
per that is remarkably well posted on
the conditions and progerss of the
state of Kansas, in a recent editorial
treats of tho great advance of the
western part of the State, especlallly
in the matter of agriculture, In a very
interesting and timely way and in a
manner that is certainly of importance
and of moment to the Sunshine Territory, in the eastern and central por
tions of which there are similar de
velopments to those of Western Kansas now in progress. The story told
by the Jopurnal is very applicable to
the progress and setlement extending
in the counties of Union, Colfax, Quay,
Guadalupe, San Miguel, Roosevelt,
Otero, Lincoln and Torrance, and the
language in which it is described Is
very pertinent to these sections.
What the Immigrants and farmers
have been doing and are doing In
western Kansas, they aer doing in
eastern and central New Mexico and
it seems with equal success. The sections of New Mexico interested have a
much beter climate and a greatly superior soil to those existing In western Kansas. There are resources in
the eastern and central portions of
this Territory not possessed by western Kansas, and yet, the latter is
growing and increasing in wealth and
population right along. What has
been and Is being done there Is being
done and will be repeated in this Territory, and the tale as now told of
western Kansas will be told another
year or two of eastern and central
New Mexico.
The Journal says that
these be perilous and slippery days to
talk about any sort of locomotion in
Kansas, but they do not detract from
the interest attaching to a recent communication in the Ploasanton Enterprise from a resident of Greeley
County detailing some of the strides
which western Kansas has made in
recent years. That portion of the
State has donned commercial
boots and is rapidly overtaking
the prosperity of the more densely
settled and longer established sections.
What was onco the arid region, the
American Sahara, of which John C.
Fremont half a century or more ago
wrote that it was hopelessly barren,
Is now a prosperous agricultural community where 5,000 homesteads were
taken up in tho past year; where
farmers aer getting $50 and $G0 a ton
for broom corn; where the fall sowing
of wheat is now 100 times largei than
at any time since the day of the western Kansas drouth and which is gaining in population and land values
faster than any other section of the
commonwealth.
The most encouraging argument
that this prosperity is based on substantial and enduring grounds Is the
fact tha the country is being settled
largely by farmers and not by the
land boomers whose ambition was not
to identify themselves with the history of the section and build it up,
but to lay out additions and rope in
Eastern investors. The majority of
the new settlers are- farmers already
familiar with hardships and filled with
not only an abiding faith In the future of the' whole state, but with a
doepseated sentimental affection that
combines with their confidence to
make them Ideal citizens.
seven-leagu-

e

MIGHT BE RECONSIDERED.
of Representatives
The House
Thursday defeated Councilman Sulzer's bill appropriating the sum of
$8,000 for the construction of dikes
in the Rio Grande Valley north of
Albuquerque, from the Territorial Irrigation fund, and did this in very
short order. The reasons for this ac
tion are given as follows: One, that
this appropriation woiuld be unfair
and inequitable to other parts of tho
Rio Grande Valley, and the other that
there was great doubt as to its legality and the power of the Assembly to
make it. These reasons are strong
enough to demand careful investigation. The New Mexican favored the
proposition at first glance, and, if the
appropriation can legally be made It
still believes this should be done.
There is considerable In the contention that there are many places in
the Rio Grande Valley north and
south of Albuquerque that need similar protection, and that the appropriation of $8,000 for the particular point
north of Albuquerque would be ex
cessive and unfair considering that
the entire amount available in the
fund is only $13,000. Notwithstanding this last contention, it might be
well to reconsider and make the ap
propriation if this can be done legally. The other point might be waived
and other sections of the Rio Grande
Valley might come in at a future time
for their share.

SANTA FE FINANCES FOR 1906.
Santa Fe County during the year
closing December 3, 1900, has improved greatly in financial condition
as compared with the year 1905. The
assessment rolls of 190G disclose the
fact that there has been a net increase
in taxable values of $89,337,
This in
crease does not represent the only
increase that has been made in tax
able values during that period as
much property has heretofore been erroneously assessed and on which
taxes could not be collected. This has
all been eliminated and the valuation
of Santa Fe County property, $1,703,-G0represents property values on
collections
which practically
lull
should bo made.
While the assessed valuation shows
good gains for tho past year the actual financial condition of the count
shows much greater Improvement.
For the year 19U5 there was collected
from all sources the sum of $7G,573.S9,
and for the corresponding period
year 190G the collection from all
sources amounted to the sum of
a gain of actual cash collections of $10,843.02. It Is true that
with a corresponding Increase of collections there was a corresponding Increase of disbursements.
The disbursements for the year 1905 amounting to $09,750.24 and for the year 1900
$88,500. 5G. However, included In these
increased disbursements It must be
taken into consideration that the com
missions of the assessor and the treasurer were naturally larger and that
the funds collected for the benefit of
the city and the city schools were cor
respondingly increased, building of
bridges, new jail building, new roads
and redemption of bonds of 1SS2 which
bore 8 per cent interest, as also the
taxes collected on behalf of the Terri
tory. This Territorial collection for
the year 1905 amounted to $18,335.81,
find for the year 190G to $22,001.10.
Following are tabulated statements
showing receipts and disbursements
for the year 190G:
Receipts.
$ 3,903.53
Tax 1901 and prior
3.G02.00
Tax of 1902
4,250.22
Tax of 1903
0,292.48
Tax of 1904
35,959.23
Tax of 1905
Tax of 190G, December col27.G09.31
lections
Liquor and gaming licenses. 5.8S7.00
" G18.50
Merchandise licenses
.751.70
Poll taxes
54.00
Fines
Common School Income
1,820.39
Miscellaneous receipts
1,014.78
Delinquent taxes from Dis1,505.90
trict Attorney
1

Speaker Baca's
appropriating
the sum of $20,000 for an electric
power and light plant at the Territorial Penitentiary should be passed
and that promptly. The proposition
would prove of benefit to the institution and to the people of the Capital
in general if enacted Into law. There
Is good reason to believe that in
due course of time the penitentiary
and the Capitol building could be
supplied with power and light free of
expense to the Territory, and that an
electric light (plant at the prison
would become more than
It is a good measure and one to
which no objections except of personal
nature can promptly be urged.
According to James J. Hill the solution of the present railway problem Is to build more railways. Correct Mr. Hill, as far as New Mexico
Is concerned.
The Sunshine Territory needs at least 3,000 miles more
of railway lines to prosper as It can
and will when this happens. Bring
on your railroads; you cannot come
too soon.

They are becoming civilized in Tennessee. The members of the Assembly
of that state have entered serious objection to the use of a beer mallet as
a gavel by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives.
Certainly the coun
try is growing.

The House of Representatives by
a very decided vote has placed itself
on record against changing the pres
ent Sunday observance laws in New
Mexico. This Is as It should be. The
Sunday observance laws have been
found beneficial and In the interest of
morality and good government. They
should remain untouched and for that
matter might be made somewhat more
extensive and severe. Let well enough
alone is a safe maxim.
'

The
Legislative Assembly Is making hay slowly In legislation. This Is right. Well considered and well matured legislation Is
demanded by the exigencies of the
times and it looks as if this will be
the result of the present session. Despite the assaults upon It by a- - few
yellow sheets . the Assembly is all
right.
Thirty-sevent-

Total

Disbursements.
$ 0,503.17
General County fund
7.059.CG
Court fund
3,802.40
Interest fund
91.00
Wild animal bounty
2,841.40
Road and bridge funds
Court house and jail fund. . . 9,250.81
22,001.10
Territorial treasurer
Treasurer's commissions . . 3,002.71
2,385.38
Assessor's commissions
Municipal taxes (city
15,829.85
schools)
7,290.02
County schools
218.22
tndex and survey fund
852.47
Judgment fund
0,111.77
Miscellaneous expenditures..
,
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
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Advices from Washington are to the
effect that a joint statehood bill will
pass in the Sixtieth Congress under
the provisions of which the state of
Arizona is to be formed out of New
Mexico and Arizona. Let her come
The people of the Sungallegher!
shine Territory have had one bout in
the matter and are ready for another.
A friend in Little Rock. Arkansas.

has just sent the New Mexican the
farewell message of
.Tef- erson Davis to the recent leeislatnre
of that State. The document contains
18,000 words and this friend requests
that the New Mexican read It. There
is one answer to that request, "Life
is too short."
Right here it is well to call atten
tion to the fact that this citv Dossesses
the handsomest, most modern and
most convenient as well as largest
High school building in the Territnrv
of New Mexico.
This was erected re
cently at a cost of $35,000 and is a
credit not only to the city, but also tn
the Territory.
Honors are easv between Chlrao-University Professors and the women
of the Windy City. Some of the former asserted that Chicasrn women sw.l.
dom are intellectual
and the latter
come back with the assertion that
Chicago Professors never are intellfin- tual. Readers can 'take their choice.
In Mexico when they

37th Legislative Assembly so
far has shown no anxiety to give the
Governor of the Territory much work
to do either In approving or in disapproving bills. Getting good. and ready
for both probably.
Tho

Several more or less esteemed con
temporaries of the New Mexican are
still yelping at this paper. Seems to
piease them, but does not hurt anv
one In particular.

A New York man died recently and
his physicians declare that while alive
he suffered from fifteen different disTotal
$88,506.50 eases at the same time. No wonder
January 1, 1906, there was on hand he died as soon as he found it out.
a balance in the hands of the county
treasurer belonging to the various
This war business will not down.
county and school district funds the
sum of $21,994.35 and, as shown, above According to latest reports, the Daughters of the War of 1812 have a big
receipts were received during the
fight on among themselves.
of
sum
the
year aggregating
making a balance to be acin the
They have 208 characters
counted for by the treasurer of $ll"v
"
Here is a
411.46 and the disbursements for the Abyssinian language.
same period as shown from the funds chance for the spelling reformers of
above amounting to $88,506.50 leaves this country and a great one at that.
on hand January 1, 1907, the substantial balance of $2G,904.70. From the MOST SATISFACabove it would certainly appear that
TORY OF ALL
Santa Fe County, during the past
year has had a careful, honest and
efficient administration of its affairs. "Ho! To the Land of Sunshine" Answers Questions of
The Increase above the $20,000 mark,
in the collection of Territorial taxes,
raises Santa Fe into a higher class in
P. F. McCanna, secretary of the
the Territorial classification of
Commercial Club of Albuquerque, an
energetic and pushing business man
The project of the Sisters of Charity and who does much to advertise Albuof this city to construct a large addi- querque and Bernalillo County and to
tion to the present facilities at St. bring capital and investors to his city,
Vincent's Hospital is most commend- has just addressed a letter to the
able and humane. The Sistera are al- Bureau of Immigration concerning the
ready hard at work to procure the booklet "Ho! To the Land of Sunnecessary funds for the carrying out shine," of which 15,000 copies have
of this object, and although a great been printed and distributed during
amount of money will be required, the the past thirteen
months, which
New Mexican believes that the fidel- speaks for itself and which letter
ity, energy and earnestness they are shows conclusively what Mr. McCanna
displaying will be crowned with suc- thinks of the value of the brochure.
cess.
The addition is to be a three-stor- He says :
"Commercial Club of Albuquerque.
building with all modern im"Albuquerque, N. M. Jan. 31, 1907.
provements in the medical and surgical line, such as operating room, etc., "Colonel Max. Frost, Secretary Bureau
of Immigration, Santa Fe, : New
and is to cost in the neighborhood of
Mexico:
$G0,000.
Every ,citizen of Santa Fe
"Dear Sir: This will acknowledge
and every well wisher of the human
race should aid the Sisters In their receipt of fifty copies of bulletin entitled "Ho! To the Land of Sunshine,"
The
very great undertaking.
Legislative Assembly should and, at the same time to thank you
not be backward In this line. The for your prompt atention to my reSisters will ask for an appropriation quest. I have more calls for the Infor the completion of their great work formation contained in this bulletin
and it is more satisfactory to send to
and it should be granted them.
the people requesting Information
The resolution introduced by Coun- about this section than any other puband which has lication that I am able to secure.
cilman Martinez
passed the Council giving the His- Again thanking you and trusting that
torical Society .of New Mexico two you can spare us fifty more in the
additional rooms in the "Old Palace" near future, I am,
"Very truly yours,
should be promptly and favorably con"P. F. McCANNA,
sidered by the House and passed. The
collections of the New Mexico His"Secretary."
torical Society are ' becoming extensive and very valuable and should SANTA CLARA INhave the necessary room for display
DIAN BASKET DANCE
and Inspection by visitors and students. Indeed these collections now
contain many archaeological
and Interesting Event Will Take Place
Next Tuesday From Sunrise
ethnological treasures as well as a
to Sunset.
large collection of books and publicaGreat preparations are Delng made
tions on Mexico and New Mexico
history, Indian lore, Mexican condi- by the Santa Clara Indians for the
tions and kindred subjects.
The "basket dance" which will be held at
Legislative Assembly that pueblo next Tuesday. This dance
cannot treat the Historical Society of is one of the most Interesting of the
New (Mexico too liberally.
Anything annual events given, by the Indians of
done for the Society will be money this viclnty and attracts throngs of
visitors everv year. Tha lndicationa
very well spent.
are that the. one scheduled for next
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal is week will be the most spectacular in
still making faces at the members of recent years. The dance will begin
the
Assembly, but that at sunrise and will not cease until
Two uerformar-cewill
body goes on as if nothing had hap- sunset.
pened and what is more, it Is correct given in the forenoon and two in the
in Its conclusions.
arternoon.
y

Coisine and Tabid Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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GENERAL AGENT8 FOR NEW MEXICO

FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Mutual Insurance Company.

Purely

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenoe
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LACOME & GABLE,

Proprietors.
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American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Koom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Bntton we do the rest.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of the Best Restaurants in

Eculhweet.

Che

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
E. REGULAR MEALS 35c MEAL TICKET, ai Meals
FIRST CLASS SHORT

ORDERS-SERV-

5.

ED

A LA CARTE.

-

Kinds of Spanish Dishes Pre-llPared fay New Cook From El Paso.
All

T

'

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and
I respectfully, but earnestly request
my restaurant, south side plaza.

v

Up.

that you take your meals at
-

G. LUPE fJERRERA, Prop.

PLACE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH

Proprietor.
4
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Thirty-sevent-

Thirty-sevent-

FEBRUARY

SATURDAYi

have laws
they have them. The mayor of
Sonora, has been placed in
jail because he allowed gambling
places to be open in that town after
Governor Ysabel had ordained that
should be closed.
$93,416.91 they

Thirty-sevent-
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t

h

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
The New Mexican Bindery U turning out gome of the moat artistic
binding In the Southwest. It U the
moit completely equipped blnderr In
the Rocky Mourtaln states soutli of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a ppoclalty
In handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries and In mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish' mi application. :"
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
by th New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.
...
When In need of anything on earth,
ad. It will
..
positively bring results.

try a New Mexican want

s

If you want anything on
a New Metier "ad."
;,

earth try

i

t
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SANTA FE, N.

Subscribe for the Dally New
and get the news.
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In 1170.
Tha oldest banking Institution In Nsw Mexico. Establish
JOHN rl. VAuann, uaemer.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, Preeldent.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Iw

1

Assistant! Cashier.
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Interest allowed on time
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
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Many New Structures Planned For
This Year

$

PK

MID

Mere

PRIVATE

provements Aggregates
About $200,000.

THE MILITARY 8CHOOI, OF N8W MEXICO
by

the Territory.

Santa Fe is enjoying something of
a building boom which augurs well for
the future of the Capital. If all of
the new structures talked of are erected former residents who lave been
away for some time and return a year
hence will hardly recognize the old
town because of the many changes
Permaand modernized conditions.
nent improvements in the city and
immediate vicinity are already under
way or projected which will result in
an expenditure of close to $200,000.
This amount may even be exceeded
before the close of the present year.
Many New Structures Contemplated.
Among the new buildings which
are now in course of construction or
which will soon be built are four
extra buildings at the United States
Indian Training School,
the Mary
James Mission School for Boys, an
annex to St. Vincent's Hospital and

SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
plete; steam-heatebaths, water-work- s,
Coliegss.

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

8250

per session. Session

Is

hree terms of thirteen weeks each.

ROSWELL

Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine svery day Irom September to June.

Nathau Jaffa, W. M Beed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
A.
Cahoon
E.
and
Finlay
address
, For particulars
COL J. W. WILLSCH, Supt. ?

RSG$NT8

0J0 CAL.IEJSTE

HOT SPRINGS.

SaniifnHnm

These Celebrated Hot Springs aire
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
irom au to izz degrees, me gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful tie year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

Bar-anc-

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, (yphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scnfula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal II mplaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging
bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers for 03 Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. tn., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

ad

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

N

.M
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Woman's Board of Trade, 'headquarters building of Santa Fe Fire De
partment, 'business house of Charles
Haspelmath, and residence of John
G. Schumann. All of these will be
stone
of brick with
constructed
trimmings and all but about three
will be more than one story in height.
In addition to the proposed new
buildings mentioned, Santa Fe Lodge,
No. 4C0 Benevolent Protective Order
of Elks, is planning to have erected
as soon as possible a combination
theater and club rooms which will
cost about $30,000. Bonds have been
placed for over half of t'ais amount
and negotiations are being carried on
looking to the disposal of the remain
der of the stock in one block. If the
funds are available in time the building will be erected this year.
Various Other Improvements.
Besides the activity In building
operations other improvements are
'being made for the convenience of the
general public and which will adi1 materially to the appearance of the city.
A reinforced concrete arch bridge is
being built across the river on
Street, which will be as serviceable and handsome as the two magnificent stone bridges on Don Gaspar
Avenue and College Street. As soon
as the weather Is permlssable work
will l)e commenced in laying the ce
ment sidewalk encircling the oval
enclosure around the federal building.
The cost of the construction of this
bridge and sidewalk alone will be in
the neighborhood of $5,000. The city
a
ordered!
administration recently
brick pavement laid leading from the
Capitol grounds to the Union depot
and cross walks will be built at the
intersecting streets as soon as brick
can be furnished.
Gal-iste-

Yontz
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H. C.

MANUFACTURER OF

DQA&BR

pelican Filigree
JEWELRY

Watches, Clock Jewelry
and Hani Paintei

China-

-

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navahq Bugs and
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
'
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
,

Corel and

iU IHDI OF BTJIIDIMO BUTgMJX

Stov. Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Star

CERRILLOS
ud HAGAN

COAL

Dofirorod to Any
Part of tho Qtya

Addition to St. Vincent's Hospital.
If present plans do not miscarry
the most expensive of the new buildings will ibe the addition to St. Vin
cent's Hospital and Sanitarium. The
Sisters of Charity who have charge-

Tf,

.,

J

,

;

Room

Needed.

St. Vincent's Hospital and Sanita
rium with the orphanage conducted In
connection are over crowded and It Is
absolutely necessary to meet the demands made upon the institution that
in additjonal building be provided.
Jhere is no operating room in the
present hospital and it Is proposed to
have a surgical department In the annex which will be both
and
commodious. Private rooms will also
be provided for patients, and sleepfor the corps of
ing apartments
nurses. The building will also be
equipped with a passenger elevator in
which bed patients may be carried
from one floor to another without inconvenience.
Annex to Replace Building Burned- The site chosen for the annex is t"ae
one on which the 'brick building stood
that was destroyed by fire about ten
yeara ago. The burned structure was
a total loss and it was never rebuilt
before on account of a lack of funds.
The community
is determined to
have it replaced in view of the present
cramped quarters, and money is now
being raised for this purpose. The
bazaar in progress this week will form
the necleus for this fund.
The Mary James Mission School.
The Mary James Mission School
for Boys will be a companion to Jig

Total Outlay for New Imj

Established and Supported

hav-

one-hal-

con- -

BOTH
KOSWKLL,

CAPITAL

are desirous of

f
ing the structure two and
stories In height and the specifications
as now outlined will make the cost
between $50,000 and $00,000. The
expenses to be Incurred in the construction will depend upon the appropriation made by the
The LegislaLegislative Aeseuvbly.
ture has been petitioned for assistance and It Is expected that the donation from this source will be large
as it is a worthy
charitable Institution.
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deposits at the

' alms to sxtend to them as liberal treatmeni In all reepects, as Is
slstent with safsty and tha principles of sound banking. Safsty
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per cent per annum, on a six month'
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and foreign

Buys and sells domestlo

erected here several 'years ago by
the Woman's Board of Home Missions
The
Church.
of the ' Presbyterian
present institution is exclusively for
native girls, and pupils are received
from all parts of the Territory. The
boys' school will be conducted on
3imilar lines and the attendance will
be restricted to native boys of New
Mexico.
The Presbyterian board has
all the money necessary that will be
required In the erection and equip
ment of the new school building. It
will be two stories high and cost about
550,000. The site chosen for it was
donated by the city and the Santa
A
Fe Water and Light Company.
New York firm of architects is now
preparing the plans and specifications
and the actual work of construction
will begin as soon as the contract is
awarded.
New Buildings at U. S, Indian School.
Two of the four new buildings at
the United States Indian Training
School are in process of erection and
work will begin on the third shortly.
These four structures will represent
an expenditure of at least $45,000.
The estimated cost of the largest is
Two of them will be two
$25,000.
stories high and the others will foe
one story high. The expectations are
that all four will be completed before
next fall.
Public Library Building.
The public library building to be
built by the Woman's Board of Trade
will entail a cash outlay in the neighborhood of $7,000. It is being erect
ed on the west side of Washington
Avenue a short distance north of Palace Avenue. The foundation was laid
before winter set in and the work of
construction will be resumed as soon
as the weather is deemed favorable.
The Woman's Board of Trade has part
of the money required for the structure In the treasury and proposes to
raise the balance by a series of pubThe proceeds of
lic entertainments.
the ball Monday evening under the
auspices of this organization will be

I

applied to this

steadily

fund,
New Headquarters

Increasing

for Fire Department.
The Santa Fe Fire Department has
long needed a new headquarters
building, and the indications are that
it will be built before another year
rolls by. It is figured that a two
story brick building as is proposed
will cost around
$0,000 or $7,000.
The fire department has two sites
available, one where the present build
ing stands, and the other adjoining
the new public library. Fire Marshal
A. M. Dettlebach stated that In addition to the new headquarters of the
fire department the company Is figur
ing on purchasing new hose carts and
other
apparatus.
Haspelmath Store Building.
Mr. Haspeliuath's store building will
be erected on San Francisco Street,
and the estimated cost Is placed at
$4,000. It will occupy the site of the
two story building which was recent
ly torn down after being vacated by
the Fischer Drug Company. Mr.
Haspelmath purchased this last year
and when he found that It was In a
bad state of repair he decided to have
It razed and put up an entirely new
building. The foundation is now be
The structure will be only
ing laid.
one story high but it will be so built
that another story can be added if
necessary.
Foundation Laid for Schumann Residence.
Mr. Schumann's new residence will
be situated at the southwest corner of
Lincoln and Marcy Avenues. The
foundation was put in before winter
began and everything is now ready
for the brick walls. The contractor
will resume work on the dwelling
within a few weeks if the weather
continues good and it will then be
pusbed to completion with as little
New County Jail and Public School
Buildings.
Nineteen hundred and six was a
banner one for building activity In
Santa Fe. More new public and private structures were finished or partly
completed during that year than for
almost a decade past. The handsome
high school building was completed
in time to be utilized "when school
reconvened after the summer vacation
and a new primary school was erected in the third ward. The high school
building is three stories high and is
undoubtedly the finest public school
edifice In New Mexico.
In addition to the completion of
these two public school buildings 1900
witnessed the erection of the new
county jail. This building is very
The cell
unique in its architecture.
house proper Is built of reinforced concrete after the style of the old castles
in Europe. It is surrounded with turrets and parapets. Adjoining the cell
house Is the sheriff's quarters which
are of brick, and designed after the
style of a modern cottage.
During the past year the beautiful
Laughlin and Salmon blocks were
two
business
These
completed.
houses are models of their kind and
a credit to any city outside of the
sky scraper class. About a dozen
substantial modern brick residences
were also built In 1906 in different
parts of Santa Fe and the prediction
is made that at least as many more
will be erected during 1907.
Sanitariums Enlarged and Remodeled.
was
Dr, J. M. Diaz's Sanitarium
enlarged last year by the erection of
a large addition which is of brick and
two stories high in conformity with
the original building. The new part
covers twice as much ground space
as the old, making the capacity three
times what is was formerly. The second floor has been fitted with cheerful
rooms for patients. The entire building is heated by steam when necessary to Insure an even temperature
and it has all improvements to be
found In a private Institution.
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The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Plaoe" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods In government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. 8lde entrance to Coronado HMel.
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AKERS, Proprietor.

Cut-of-
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Tent City was rehabllitat- - j
Mining Engineer.
just passed. Since jcrt;;-- and Treasurer Nsw
Doctors Harry Mera and Frank
CchMl of Mires.
have taken xharge of this Sanitarium
Sccsrre,
Nw
which is devoted exclusively to tuber- cular patients they have spared no,'
CORBET & SMYTHE
expense in making It an Ideal place j
Civil, Mining ana1 Hya'ri
for the wooing of health and strength.
Englncera.
New and substantial tent
cottages'
Assaying and General Conti
have been erected with shingle roofs,' IJ. S.
Mineral Sur
and some of them contain two and East tide Deputy
Santn V
Plaza
rooms.
three
ed during the year
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Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
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Attorney at Law.
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NeW

Supreme"

the Territory.

HIRAM T. 1ROWN.
CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR,
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I.

Mineral

ft,

Surveyer
Now Meiiae.

ROMAN L. BACA,

Real Estate and Mines.
PRICHARD,
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Office Griffin building, Washington
Practices in all the District Court
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
cases
to
ind gives special attention
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Laughlin Bit, 3anta Fe, N. M.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES"
Q. W.

BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
Banta Fe,
New Mexico.
Palace Ave
03c, Sena Blk.
CHAS.

MASONIC.

A. LAW,
Law.

Attorney-a- t

U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
New Mexico
Clayton,
WILLIAM

H.

LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Crucea, New Mexico.
States
District
Urited
Attorney.
H-

X.vTAi

fW'

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. ft A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
Masonic Hall at 7:M

p. m.
R. H. HANNA,
ALAN R. McCORD, C'ecy.

W. M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R, A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month it
Masonic Hall at 7:Sf
1,

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attoraey, Luna CWnty.
. . . New Mexico
Demlnf

f

-

m.

8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHiJR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
10NHAM 4 WADE,
..
Attorneys at
Santa Fe Cominandery No.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
eJs'fi 1, K. T. Regular conclave
triet Court ol the Territory, in th
fourth Monday In eae'n
Probata Courts and kefore the U. S WJg
month at Masonic Hall at
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
W. B. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M. :30 p. m.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
L--

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices In the District and 8u
prem Courts. Prompt and etrfal at
tention given to all business.
Santa i'e
New Mexico.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfectloi No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meet
on the third Saturday of each mont'a

at 7:30 o'clock in

the evening la
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaia.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
A. B. RENEHAN,
invited to attend.
cordially
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
trlct Court,; Mining and Land Law CHARLBS FRANKLIN BASLBT, II.
Venerable Master.
a Specialty. Rooms $
Sen Bid
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Vlaltln
nmthors welcome.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, 8ecy.

District

B. P. O. E.

Practices U the District Court an
the Supreme Court of th Territory,
also before the United Statcj Euprem
Cfeurt in Washington.
Albuquerque. New Hext.

Santa Fo Lod0e, No. 4(0, B. P. O.
holds Its regular session on the secon

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Ofllce with tbe New Mexican Print
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Osteopath.

THE CAPITOL BUILDING.

Cruces,

nf.fil'lftflore tie

Office, Grlfflvi Slk

Phone 6(.

0TEOPATMV.

'.'

H. B. HOLT.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

DPI CHARLES A. WHCELON,

1h

MAP- -

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F.
f
fur the distribution
of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
to the Ea.st and West, and direct communication
with all points in the
Territory.
Wholesale 'houses are coming to Willard vs soon as the Cut-of- f
is o
Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New '
co. The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mi
The water point on the great A., T.& S. F. short line through New
Willard is a growing town. Wllliard will make a City. Study the
Your opportunity is there.
For information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent,
W. M. TAYLOR,
ESTANCIA, N. M.
WILLARD,

No. 103 Palace Ave.
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FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Judicial

"THE CLUB"
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Eos won

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law.
Banta Fe
New Mexico.
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Santa Horn

SMoriarty

and fourth Wednesdays of each mont.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
NORMAN L. KINO, B. B.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

FRATERNAL UNION,
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meeting
ilrst and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco stwt Visiting Frat-er-s
-- it

welcome.

Successfully treats acute and chronic MAGGIE G. MONTOTA,
dlaeases without drugs or nodlciaes.
Master.
No charge for Consultation.
1ENITO ALA RID, Secy.
Hours:
Phone 1M. jREGOUIO RAEL, Trsas.
bl, i p. m.
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ESTABLISHED

Just received a full line of White
and Evening Hate.

Plumes, Laces

and

Our

,

respected, popular and a fine lawyer.
Associate Justice John R. McFie
visited his former home at Las Cruces
Itlwi Holzman, of East has Vegas, during the past week and placed Judge
in
McMillan
II.
arrived In the city yesterday from Al- Daniel
charge
on a as a tenant of the McFie family home
buquerque, where she has been
visit to her sister, Mrs. Ncustadt, for near Las Cruces. Judge McFie, states
a sojourn of a few days as a house that the weather in the Mesilla Valley
Kiiest of Hon. and Mrs. Arthur Selig- Is very pleasant just now and that
man. Miss Holznian Is a very accom- farmers are already busy putting In
woman.
crops and placing orchards In shapej
plished and charming: young
She Is very popular in social circles for the coming season.
Miss Margarite
In her home, in Raton in this city and
Burns, of .Tierra
in Albuquerque.
Amarilla,' has been a house guest of
Mrs. Amado Chaves, of Albuquer- Miss Bertha Staab at the Staab resiand dence No. 230, Palace Avenue during
que, reached the city Wednesday
is the truest of Mr. and Mrs. James L. the past week. On Wednesday last
She Miss Staab entertained In her honor
Seligman on Hillside Avenue.
of
will remain In the city for a week or and in honor of Miss Frenger,
Geneva, Switzerland, at a luncheon.
two.
Mrs. W. H. Pope, wife of AssociCharles Springer, extensive land
r
near Cimar ate Justice W. H. Pope, of the Fifth
owner and
headron, Colfax County, will be a visitor Judicial District Court, with
to the Capital during the coming quarters at Roswell Is expected to arweek. Mr. Springer is interested In rive in this city during the coming
several measures pending iu the As week and will be domiciled at the residence of Mr. and 'Mrs. John H, Walksembly.
vis-IMrs. Charles A. Spless, wife of the er, on Grant Avenue. During her
a
have
will
Walker
As
Mrs:
the
reception
of
Council
of
the
President
sembly, who has been quite ill for the In her honor.
Mr. and 'Mrs. J. P. Lyng left yespast two weeks, Is mending rapidly
and is able to sit up. As soon as she terday afternoon for Columbus and
ab
has full;- - recovered she will be a vis- Portsmouth, Ohio. They will 'be
sent for several weeks visiting rela
itor In this city.
two cities.
W. A. Hawkins, of El Paso, Texas, tives and friends at the
ticksolicitor of the El Paso and South Mr. Lyng is city passenger and
Rail
Fe
Central
Santa
of
the
et
agent
sev
western Railway system, spent'
for
era! days of this week in this city Inter way and this Is his first vacation
ested in legislative proceedings. Dur a year or more.
Mrs. H. 0. Bursum, wife
ing his stay here he was a guest at
Bursum, of Socorro, has joined her
the Talace Hotel.
Among the Santa Fe attorneys who husband here and will be a sojourner
two
spent the past week in Estancia In at in the Capital for ten days or
Mrs. Bursum
is very weltendance on the District Court there weeks.
were Colonel (leurge W. Priehard. come in Santa Fe where she has
Judge N. B. Langhlin and A. P. Reno- many good friends.
Mrs. W. E, Martin, of Socorro, wife
ban.
of the efficient clerk of the Third JuThe Baca Card Party.
The card part given by Mrs. R. L. dicial District Court and present chief
Baca Thursday afternoon at Elks Hall clerk of the Council is among the
was a social event which will be re sojourners In Santa Fe. Mrs. Martin
membered most pleasantly and pleas- was a resident here for several years
is popular with society folks.
urably by those who had the good for and
tune to attend for many and many a
Reception at McFie Residence.
A very pleasant and daintily
apday. Elks' Hall was very prettily
decorated and filled with costly and pointed "at home" was given Tuesrare Xavaho blankets, Indian curiosi- day afternoon by Mrs. McFie and Miss
ties and (lowers. Mrs. Baca is well McFie at their residence on Palace
known for her great artistic taste and Avenue. According to the invitations
abllty for arranging matters to please It was for the purpose of meeting
In a high degree.
The game played Miss Frenger of Geneva, Switzerland,
wsa "live hundred" and prlz.es were formerly of Las Cruces, and Miss
The guests of
won as follows: First prize, by Miss Baum, of Denver.
Eva Dougherty, and second prize, by honor were in the receiving line with
Mrs. Garrett.
During the afternoon the hostesses, and the visitors wore
appropriate refreshments were served greeted upon arrival with charming
and these were greatly enjoyed by cordiality. The McFie home was decthose present, Among those Invited orated for the occasion with a profitand ferns, the
McFie,
Otero,
Palen, L. Bradford former having lJUeUTIH;siK.Tr
Prince, Frost Walters, Arthur Selig- vice because of an inability to se
man, J, L. Seligman, Priehard Dye, cure carnations. Miss Staab and Miss
Morrison, Spitz Warner, William D. Otero acted in the capacity of "flitPrince, Fisite, Hanna, Zook, Bean, ters," to use a trite expression ap
Thomas, Fisher. Gable. Harroun. plied in the effete east to those who
Goutchey, Dezendorf, Speer, Reid, see that everyone Is acquainted with
Bergere, J. B. Wood, Nuding, Haynes, each other and usher the guests Into
Grlflln,
Winters. Newhall, Watson, the dining room. Mrs. Carl Bishop
Ehle, Zimmerman, Cartwright, Wood- and tho Misses Burns of Tierra Amar-ilia- ,
ruff, E. C. Abbott, Shearon, Trelford,
Luckenbach and Lamy assisted
Stevenson, Chapman, Garrett, Armijo, in serving. Appropriate refreshments
C, 0. Ljickenbaeh, H. C. Luckenbach, were served. Among the guests were
!
Crandall, Lyng, Sludley of Raton, Al- the wive's of several of the
drich of Gallup, Staplin of Farming-ton- , dent members of the Legislative AsBursum of Socorro, Martin of sembly.
s
The guest list included
Socorro, H. C. Abbott of Springer,
Clarke of Washington. D. C.
Amado Chaves of Albuquerque, Welt-nie- Field,
of
Albuquerque;
Dalles,
Safford, Hamil, N. B. Field of of
of Gallup,
Willard,
Aldrich,
,
Abbott of Springer, Raynolds, Frost,
Albuquerque, Knapp, Hayden,
Dlbert, ,T. A. Wood, Llewellyn, Otero, L. B. Prince, W. B. Prince, A.
Sparks, Easloy; .Misses MoFle, Hard- Seligman, J. L. Seligman, A. J. Abing of Washington,
Luckeubacli, bott, H. C. Luckenbach, C. O. Lucken-bach- ,
Otero, Atkinson, Walters, Hughes of
Bergere, Reid, Crandall, Palen,
Albuquerque, Duval, Dibert, Dough- Walter,-- r Baca, Llewellyn,
Easley,
erty, McKenzie, Morrison, Mary Mc- - Sargent, Hall, Langhlin Cartwright,
Safford, Renehan, Corrick, Dye, SevHe, Weltmer, Ensley and Alonzo.
Mr. and Mrs. Venceslao Jaranilllo, ier, McKenzie," Spitz, McBrlde, Crich-ton- ,
of El Rito, and Mrs. J. A. Martinez,
Sr., Crichton, Jr., Grimshaw,
mother of Mrs. Jaramillo of this city, Fiske, Marsh, Knapp, Thomas, Jones,
who have been in the City of Mexico, McCord, Gable, Fischer,
Dezendorf,
have'gone to Santa Rosalia Springs Newhall, C.'L. Bishop, C. A. Bishop,
in the State of Chihuahua, where Bardshar, Weltmer, Hanna, Haynes,
they will remain for some weeks be- Nuding, Watson, Shearon, Knight,
fore returning home. They are en- Hadley, Griffin, Moore, Walker, Witte-man- ,
joying their sojourn In the sister ReGarrett,
Warner,
Clancy,
public to the south very much.
Goutchey, Morrison, Wientge, Lamy,
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, former- Victory,
Lusk,
Garrison, J. A.
ly of Socorro, this Territory, for the Wood, J. E. Wood, J. IB. Wood,
past year of Denver, has concluded to Gerdcs, Diaz, Woodruff, Sldebottom,
change his residence from the Colo- Sparks, Winter, Campbell, Sterritt, S.
rado capital to Las Cruces, county B. Grimshaw; Misses Hughes of Albuseat of Dona Ana County where he querque, Burns of Tierra Amarllla,
has rented the very comfortable and Otero- - Staab, Lupkenbach,
Lamy,
well built family residence of Judge Spitz, McKenzie, Easley, Miller, Morand Mrs. John R. McFie. Mrs. Mc- rison, Phelps, Robinson,
Cadwell,
Millan will join Judge McMillan there Shewell,
Jean Shewell, Atkinson,
shortly. The move is made for the Dougherty, Piatt, Rupert, Brengle,
benefit of the Judge's health which Morrow, Brown, Bonine, Harris,
has not been very good since he
Chapman, Duval, Bach, Mas

Announcement

AND TRY OUR
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

stock-growe-

SPECIAL ATTENTION
TODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES CONSIDERABLE INTERESTTOTHE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPULAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THil FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE.
MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
IN
THE
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT
YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE ADVANT
COUNTRY,
AGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY SHOP
WITH YOUrt
US
PING IF YOU ENTRUST

NATHAN SALMON

B

NTER GR OCERY O.
Fo

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

-

"M. V." BUTTER
I

A

Grim-haw-

Specialty.

S. E. Corner Plata. Santa Fc. IVfoofmn

Nn. Afi.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

Why ksuffer wilh

THE

CHASED NOW.

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes : "I use Ballard's Snow
Liniment; for my family. It
Is the best Liniment mad".

in

25c, 50c and $1.00
Co.

'

Ml

Send for Catalogue.

510 South Broadway"
LOS ANGELR8. CALIF-

"GOOD
You can

ROOMS."
good room

gea at

-

at the
a vary moderate
e week or month.
You will be gainerby calling there,
befor engaging rootAs elsewhere,
Hotel Normandi
price, either by

.

L
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CtfPfH'f
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Ml

Drink the old original Arbuckles'

XRiOSA Coffee, die blend of

DEVELOPING, pmvr
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
Incident, to certain skin diseases,
Is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Prise 25 cents,
""or sale by ill drti.fglslg.

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHTGOWNS

WAISTS

ST. IiOUIS, MO.,

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.

For

Half

a Century

toe

Goods

House

Phone

No, 30.

Leading Dry

P. 0. Box 219.

o

in

the City.

Winter Millinery
Now selling at and below cost ostrich plumes, fancy wings and feathers all at a bargain. Felt hats at
your own price. Call early and select
the cream of the lot.

Miss A. Mugler.
sle, E. Massle, Simmons, Daniels.
Judge N. B. Langhlin, who was the
past week In Estancia in attendance
on the district court ' for Torrance
County in session there, reached the
city last evening to remain Saturday
and Sunday. He will leave for Estancia again Monday noon as he has
several important cases before the
court.
Brilliant Reception at Executive Resi'
dence.
The executive residence last evening was the scene of a brilliant reception given by Governor Hagerman
to tho members of the Thlrtv.seventh
Leelslatlve Assembly, and some 1.10
of his friends, The House was hand
somely decorated, the color scheme
being In red and white. In the reception room and library, daffodils, Amer
ican, heauty roses ,and greens were
usea

ru.

l.avisftiy Mr-.-

and hyacinths were the chief
decorations in the dining room although greens were entwined about
the chandeliers and American beauty
roses were in evidence on the side
board. The spacious nlazza was on
closed for the occasion and before the
open windows leading from the
library a band was stationed which
discoursed music throughout
the
evening. The guests began arriving
shortly after eieht o'clock and It wan
almost midnight when the last had
departed. In the reception line in
addition to the Governor, were three
members of his staff, Adjutant General
Tarkington, Colonel Sena and Colonel
Massle, aide de camps. The recep-- "
Hon was along Informal lines and the
guests were made to feel thoroughly
at home.- In the library Miss Nina Otero presided over a handsome punch bowl
and the guests were served In a
charming manner. Mrs. Field of Albuquerque and Miss Elizabeth Massle
dispensed refreshments in the dining
room assisted by a corps of waiters.
They were seated at the opposite ends
of the long table, which was ladened
with a variety of delicacies.
Mrs.
Field served the guests with Ices and
Ice cream while Miss Massle attended
to the salads, oyster patties sandwiches and other delectables. There
were liquors and cigars on the sideboard for the gentlemen. The House
was brightly illuminated with dozens
of. electric bulbs and candles.
Stringers of electric bulbs were suspended
from the approach to the piazza, mak
ing it as light as day. The gowns of
the many ladles were handsome and
costly and contributed to the eavetv
of the scene. The reception was one
of the most notable of the present social season in the Capital City and its
arrangements were perfect in all their
details.
;Mis

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company,
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds, Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
-

San Francisco St.

JOo-- 8

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

U. S.

10.

1.

puflE & company

Phone 26.

6000 THINGS

TO EAT.

Phone 26

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF
EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
r LOUR,
MAPLE SUGAR,
ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW PANCAKE
NEW
NEW

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

Closi
CUT PRICES IN

FURNITURE
Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
CALL

D.

AND GET PRICES.

S. LOWITZKI.

ixcoare&mai

.

Grain. Flour aad

Potato

Patent Medieiae

ana"

mom

We make a specialty of

& CO.

CHEMISE

WHOLESALE GROCERS

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

HOWLAND

CORSET COVERS

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
Attention.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st

It relieves burns and scalds.'
Ballard Snow Liniment

IS A BIG

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PUR.

CURE

WILL

HARDWARE CO.
Telephone 14

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

LINIMENT

IS

228 San Francisco St.

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF

painwneu
BALLARD'S SNOW

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
WOOD-DAV-

BROS. CD

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL
SALE

t,

ORDERS.

I

moved to Denver. Judge McMillan Is
well known throughout the Territory,
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INCORPORATED 1903.
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MRS. LYNG.

St.

1866.

9,

Mollnet

fop Reception

220 San Francisco

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

Brazilian coffees, most wholesome
and stimulating, as well as most
economical.
Anything dearer
than Arbuckles' AR10SA is
extravagant, and no one can sell
as good coffee for the same price.
People who diink ATEuckles'
ARIOSA Coffee are not dyspeptics with fashionable nerves
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years, exceed the combined sales
of all the other packaged coffees.
In sealed packages only for
Don't buy loose
who take vacations in Sanitariums, your protection.
coffee out of a bag, bin or tin that
on featherweight rations, but the
the roaster is ashamed to seal in a
healthy vigorous manhood and
with his name on it.
.
womanhood that constitute the package
If your grocer won't supply
useful majority. The first roasted
...
write to
packaged coffee, sales of ArbuckARBUCKLE BK jS.,
les
ARIOSA Coffee for 37
Ntw
Cit

Yk

a

Stationery,
tracers' Sandriee.

VM

r.

MAN.

MWIM,

M.

have ail the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one ot
the beat binderies In the west

ComThe New Mexlcau FrlntHW
pany bus on baud a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
ad cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money' worth when buving.

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the lam
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

Don't forget our targe and complete
All
bindery and lob department
work bandied in the most
manner. One trial make, you a per
muent customer.

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

9,

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Recompiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now in Effect.

'

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. ra.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa

Fe 5:40 p.m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. EastbounJ
leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
ATCHISON,

TOPEKA 6 SANTA
Branch.

Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

.. ..

10:40 a. in.
6:50 p. in.
..11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.

8:15 a.
No. 720
4:20 p.
No. 722
7:40 p.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west
Lamy.

No. 724 conects with No.

1

m.
m.
m.
10

at

west at

I.nmy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No, 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 lenves Lamy at 0:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for. No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
east.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
The regular meeting of the Woman's
Board of Trade will be held on February 18th. By order of the board
The next attraction booked for the
opera house by Manager Dettlebach is
"Thelma."
This show will be here
tho night of February 1G.
E, H. Fields, commercial traveler
representing a St. Joseph, Missouri,
'olesale firm, was in the city today
ne of his regular
vissemi-annu-

FE NEW ,

1907.

-

mn Bibo, a member of the Bibo
intile Company, which conducts
neral store at Grants, McKlnley
.ty, was transacting business in
Capital today.
uharles S. Peterson left this morn-ato spend Sunday at Las Vegas and
ill be back Monday. He is special
orrespondent of the Las Vegas Optic
luriug the present session of the Legislative Assembly.
Company F, First Regiment, New
Mexico National Guard, entertained
at an Informal dance Tuesday evening
at Elks' Hall. The national guardsmen attended In uniform. It was a

g

congenial crowd that participated in
the pleasures of the event and the
midnight hour arrived all too quickly.
Eugenlo Romero, of Las Vegas,
Territorial coal oil Inspector and
treasurer of San Miguel County, left
this morning for the Meadow City,
after spending the week In the Capital. Mr. Romero Is opposed to the
division of San Miguel County as provided In a bill now pending 1n the
Legislature and is working hard in
an effort to prevent Its passage.
J. P. Lyng left yesterday for Ohio,
for a two weeks' visit to his old
Mr. Lyng is city ticket and
home.
passenger agent of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway and took with him a
large number of bulletins on New
Mexico, on Santa Fe County and on
the Estancla Valley prepared and
printed by the Bureau of Immigration.
to
This literature he will distribute
friends in his old home and also to
all such desiring Information concerning the Sunshine Territory.
It la rumored that I. Sparks, chairman of the Board of County Commissioners, and manager and principal
owner of the telephone system, has
sold his Interest In the telephone
business. It Is believed that the
Colorado Telephone Company Is the
purchaser.- When questioned by a
New Mexican reporter Mr. Sparks
evaded an answer and did not confirm
or deny the report. It is understood
that Mr. Sparks will continue to
manage the business for a time at
least, or tfntil he puts his money, realized by the sale, into some other business requiring his attention.
Rev. H. B. Brumbaugh, of Huntington, Pennsylvania, an elder in the
Dunkard Church, spent today in the
city sightseeing and obtaining Information. Mr. Brumbaugh Is en route
to Los Angeles, California, where the
annual conference of his church will
meet this summer. He Is making the
trip in order to post himself and to
write descriptive articles for the
Messenger, the Dunkard organ, published at Elgin, Illinois. It seems that
a good many members of the church
now living In Pennsylvania, in Illinois
and other states are looking toyard
the great southwest for a change of
home and betterment of conditions,
and Mr. Brumbaugh is making an investigation of the resources of the
country tributary to the Santa Fe
Railway system In Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona and! California, in
The ar
'behalf of his
ticles to be written will appear in
the Messenger at an early date, he
being the eastern editor of the paper.
He called at the office of the Bureau
of Immigration this morning, was furnished with verbal information and
literature published by the Bureau
concerning New Mexico and Its sev
eral counties. He left this evening
for Albuauerque where he will re
main a day or two and then go to
and thereafter west.
C. C. Hitchcock, of Ware, Massachu-setts,whhas beer a guest at the
Claire for several days, left last hlght
for Las Animas, Colorado, where he will

!
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your pocket, because

-

You know It is safer;
You are not so liable

needlessly;
You can make It earn for you 4
Interest if ycu deposit It here for a
given time.

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?
Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank afford.

POACH-

'PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

"ANTI RUST,"

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

WARE.

'LA CROIX"
KNIVES.

TEA AND

AND CAKE

"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

BEAN

"PENINSULAR" RANGES.

POTS.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:
MISSION

Santa Fe Livery Stable

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY
BIRDS

FURNITURE,

MUSIC

EYE

CABINETS.

MAPLE

BED

OAK BUFFETS.

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

NNN

OAK

CHINA

CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment

STABLE

in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of
Department, under t he niananument of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience In this sphere of activity, In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully nirantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.
We take pleasure

S

Phone 83.

The Santa Fe Filigree and

Femaleweakness
"Last Fall," writes Mrs. S. G. Bailey, of
W. Va., "I was going down by inches,
from female disease, with great pain. After takI
ing Cardui, Oh I My How I was benefited
am not well yet, but am so much better that I will
keep on taking Wine of Cardui till I am perfectly
cured."

WINE
OF

on,

I

CARDU

J15

Jewelry Manufacturing Company.
A One and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of Jewelry ha3 Ju3t
been purchased and will be sold at

the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
genuine and as represented.
The
manufacture of Mexican fllleTe tnw.
elry Is a specialty the finest and
Dest work 1c that line Is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets,
rines.
jooitBta. hairuins, scarf plus, ladies
breast plus, In gold or Stiver,
work manufactured at home and in
the shops of the company by special
design and to suit customers in shor'
order .;nd from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'jn
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factor?
208 Don Gaspar Avenue," Laughlin
building.

nn..,

HEM
I

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ind
'RETAIL-

GKAII, POTATOES,

-

BALERS

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE
CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER
desire to announce the arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
inspect them at your convenience.
I

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An institution giving an intensely practical education.
8npported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mesilla Valley. '
Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A (acuity
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now In attendance. Military Instruction by aa officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade anC athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

'f

SALT and sEEDs.

N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
Does coffee
disagree with you?
Probably It does!
Then trv Dr.
Snoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof
fee is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a erain of
real coffee, remember, in Dr. Sboop's
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and
taste matches closely olJ Java and
Mocha Coffee.
If your stomach,
heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee
drinking, try Health Coffee.
It is
wholesome, nourishing and satisfying.
It's safe even for the youngest child.
Sold by Cartwright-DavlCo.

When in need of an.tlil-- g on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
FIRST CLASS AGENTS WANTED
to carry oilcloths and linoleum on
commission through Santa Fe. Only
responsible men of hustling ability
need apply. Address "LINOLEUM,"
Room 1201, No. 108 Fulton St., New

THE ONfcY EXCIUHVI CHAIN HOUta IN IANTA FK, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Tele
phone Company's instruments connect
Be-le-

with these places Terms more reason

able than the telegraph.

flanker.

To hare out

much the largest asset wa have Li our fenihiMi.

customer!

laj

to their

can be relied upon"

it

fmic'i, "Every etatemeat

w

make ie elowd

only after the purchwe provei entirely latiifactory.

setiifactios to buy
it

ou

tt

Spiti

the very beet nwommeidatioa we ean strive

Beliability ii our watchword and etery ule

for.

made by 8.

a itore like ikifl.

Itz artiel

It

U a great

tarries witb

gmaraiiUe.

SQDTT'7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

York.

HENRY KRICK

A. W.

8ols Agent For

Letup's St. Louis Beer

gpiegelberg- -

257

San

Francisco

Street.

Malls orderi promptly attended to.
Montezuma Avt, Santa Ft, N. M.
Telephone No. 88

!

Any Flaver You Dealre.
Wo will deliver Soda Water In any

A

I. SPARKS,

Plies get quick relief from Dr.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
its made alone for piles and it works
with certainty and satisfaction. Itching, painful, protruding, or blind piles
disappear like magic by Its use. Try
it and see. Fischer Drug Co.

SODA WATER

It Is Much Cheaper

d

ft

t)

s

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

ENAMELED

IMPERIAL
ROASTERS.

"LISK'S"

Out Furniture Department Offers

remain for a day on business before
returning to his New England home.
Mr. Hitchcock has been a visitor to
this city before, having had several
security Investments here. He was
THEODORE COHRICK Proprietor.
greatly surprised and pleased with the
advance and progress that have been
made since 1899 and predicts a great
future for Santa Fe If the bonded debt
of the county can be settled satisfactory.
LIVERV. BOARDING AND FEED
An adjourned meetlug of Stephen
Watts Kearney Chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution, will meet at
FIRST-CXASCARRIAGE SERVICE
the hall of the chapter in the Old
Palace on Tuesday afternoon at 3
GOOD 8ADDI,E HORSES
o'clock sharp. All members are urged
Jt
FINE RIGS
J
to attend as business of Importance
will be transacted.
The Woman's Home Missionary
'PHONE 132.
120SAN FRANCISCO ST.
of St, John's Methodist Episcopal
Church will hold Its regular monthly
social meeting at the home of Mrs.
George M. KInsell, 113 East De Vargas
Subscribe for the Dally New Mti,
Street, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
can and get the news.
o'clock.

i

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

MAKERS.

HABERDASHERY

FE

MEAS-

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

GRATERS

'UNIVERSAL" BREAD
REAL BOSTON

SANTA

AND

URING GCUPS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

Your Measure With Us

STOCK-BOILER-

COOK'S; ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

IMPORTED

STEAK POUNDERS.

'DAISY"

"BUFFALO" STEAM
ERS.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

Leave

Despite the envious attacks of jealous enemies
and rivals, Cardui still holds supreme position
today as in the past 70 years for the relief and
cure of female diseases. It stops pain, tones up
the organs, regulates
FREE ADVICE
Writ ui
IctMr dnerlMac ill
and
aids
the functions,
your symptom!, (nil wa will land you
Free Advice, In plain sealed envelope.
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department,
in the replacement of
The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
a misplaced organ.
At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles.

to spend It

EGG

METAL WARE,"
COFFEE POTS.

'ROME

I

is worth more to you than a dollar In

EflLE'S

Here ate a Few Suggestions.

Tun-nelt-

A DOLLAR IN BANK

In
There is no part of the borne, that should rweive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, ami much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the cool;, for whether we are epicures or 'not, good cooking Is Indispensable.
An
appliances, for, "That wliieh tohousehold, uses
day is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this proKresslvo world,
and this applies to the kitchen..
If yon will allow us to show you some of these articles, we foel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vlous.

Come In and See Them

a

o

Timely Suggestions.

New Spring Samples Are In

Jiantlty to any part of the city.

Inii)

am meitcan Wares am Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

CITY BOTTLING' WORKS,
Telephone Mo. 38.

THIS WEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.

KERR'S

Capital

Parlors

:

in city.
The only
Second to noae in Territory.
Four
artists : : :
1.50
Baths
Electrical
25
Other Baths .
Parlors located Weit Side Pla
W. H. KERR, Proprietor
first-clas-

first-clas-

s

s

....

.

Ladle s Moslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
NO 7J3FTOVER8

FROM LAST SEASON.

Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

pags

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M.

eix- -

per cent, while Santa Fo rejoices
Many of these stations, and the entire eastern country,
for that matter, liave a tiird less
than the annual normal amount of
sunshine during the winter season,
the percentage falling in some instances as low as 14 per ce.it in Deand
cember, (Erie, Pennsylvania),
the same in January, (Cincinnati),
while Santa Fe revels in a glorious
76 and 74 per cent respectively during these months.
Freedom From High Winds.
While the winds of a country are
not usually given much consideration
by those seeking a change of climate,
they should be, for there is nothing
more trying on the nervous person,
especially, than frequent high winds,
or nothing more trying to the sufferer
from catarrhal or throat trouble than
too frequent dust storms.
In
this
Santa Fe is most fortunate, for 'our
average hourly velocity is as follows;
January, G.3 miles per hour; February,
7.2; March, 7.9; April, 8.3; May, 7.9;
June, 7.2; July, G.5; August 5.9; Sep
tember, 5.8; October, 6.2; November
and December 6.3, and annual 6.9
miles per hour, while gales of wind
(those recording 40 miles or higher
per hour) occur on an average of but
twice in a year. When compared with
the high winds of the plains, the
great lakes or the coast region they
are peaceful indeed. Regarding the
winds of New England Jet us quote
from a recent
publication of the
Weather Bureau, Bulletin "Q," which
gives this item regarding the winds
of that region:
"Conspicuous characteristics of the
winters are the severe and prolonged
storms, with their attending Jieavy
precipitation, snow and rain, chiefly
the former, and dangerous, and at
times destructive gales, that sweep
the entire coast with hurricane force."
A Striking Contrast.
characteristics of
On the general
the climate probably no better contrast could be found than to again
quote from the above mentioned Bul
letin "Q." The article on New England gives the following:
"There Is probably no part of the
United States distinguished for its
sudden and erratic weather changes,
that offers to the student of climatology so rich a field for research."
And this from the article on New
38

in 76 per cent.

HamBaking Powder
Made from cream of

tartar

derived

solely from grapes, the most delicious and healthful of all fruit acids.

THE

LAND

OF HEALTH

111

SUNSHINE

Official Figures that Demonstrate Santa Fe's Superiority as a Climatic Resort Both Summer and Winter.
(By

C.

E. Linney,

Director of the U. S. Weather Bureau at Santa Fe.)

The recent publication of the long ber, 28 degrees; December, 21 de38 degrees.
period temperature and precipitation grees, anil annual
It will.be observed that these sumdata for Santa Fe, by the local office
of the Weather Bureau, has created mer temperatures are the most de
renewed interest in Santa Fe's peer- lightful to he found anywhere short
less climate. The citizens of Santa of the immediate shore of Lake SuFe, and generally of the Sunshine perior, or extreme northeast Maine,
Territory, are familiar with its quali- the coolness of the nights being esties, thanks to the frequent publica- pecially invigorating and delightful.
Low Humidity.
tion of data by the New Mexican, hut
But It is not alone in temperature
many thousands of others scattered
throughout the United States are not. that Santa Fe's climate excels, for
And it is doubtful if even Santa Fe's along with most delightful temperacitizens fully appreciate its many tures come low humidity, or freedom
points of excellence, at least as com- from air moisture wliich makes the
faheat of the central valleys, eastern
pared and contrasted with less
and southern states, and the Atlantic
vored localities.
coast regions so depressing.
Thus
An Equitable Climate.
While the annual mean tempera- the annual humidity at Santa Fe is
ture is not wholly a criterion of cli- but 4G per cent, while that of Bos
mate, since it may be made up of ton is 72 per cent; New Haven, 75 per
cent; New York, 74 per cent; Albany
widely different extremes, it is one of 70
per cent; Buffalo, 73 per cent, also
the many elements that go to make up
Cleveland and AVashlngton;
Detroit;
the climate of a locality. The annual 5
per cent; Philadelphia, 71 per cent;
mean of Santa Fe is 49 degrees, which
72 per cent, and Atlanta
is the same as that of Boston, Cleve- Pittsburg,
and Des the same; Chicago, 75 per cent; In
land, Erie, Pennsylvania,
70 per cent, and the same
Moines, Iowa. It Is a degree warmer dianapolis,
at St. Louis; Denver, 50 per cent;
than Chicago, Detroit and Albany;
two degrees warmer than Buffalo, Salt Lake City, 52 per cent; San
78 per cent, and Los Angeles,
Colorado Springs, Jamestown, New Diego,
71 per cent.
Connectiand
Rochester
Storrs,
York,
Few Rainy Days.
cut; only five degrees warmer than
low humidity naturally
with
Along
South
Bar Harbor, Maine and Huron,
small precipitation and in this
Dakota, and but three degrees warmer goes
Santa Fe is especially favored
than Portland, Maine, Concord, New while
from the health standpoint, the preOs
Vermont,
Hampshire,' Burlington,
is still sufficient, coming as
wego, New York, or La Crosse, Wis- cipitation
it does largely during the
consin, and et how much more equaseason from April to September,
ble than any of these mentioned! It
to give material aid to the growth of
is a degree cooler than New Haven,
flowers, fruits and grains.
Providence, Davenport or Denver; gardens,
normal for the several months
three degrees cooler than Atlantic The
Is as follows: January O.Gofaninch;
City, Columbus, Ohio, Harrisburg,
February, 0.7; March, 0.7; April, 0.8;
or
Salt
York
New
City
Pennsylvania,
Lake City; six degrees cooler than May, 1.2; June, 1.0; July, 2.8; AugAsheville, ust, 2.4; September, 1.5; October, 1.1;
Indianapolis,
Cincinnati,
November, 0.7; December, 0.7; annual,
North Carolina, or Washington;
14.2 inches.
It will be noticed that
twelve degrees cooler than San Diego,
70 per cent of the annual fall
nearly
thir
California, or Atlanta, Georgia;
in the
season, a
teen degrees cooler than Los Angeles comes
about 10 inches. nrfe.iu-or Little Rock, and twenty degrees total of.uiuer
and early spring are dry
rnnlpr tlmn .Tnrlf snnville. FUtM
individual reader to and salubrious. In the central valleys,
eastern and southern states, and the
understand these figures, owing to the
latitude of Santa Fe, which is about Atlantic coast regions a great excess
of precipitation is generally received;
the same as Little Rock, Memphis,
Portland, Maine, has an annual fall
Chattanooga, Asheville and Wilming- of
42.8 inches; Bar Harbor, 48.9; Boston, North Carolina, but a consideration of this city's sheltered location ton, 43.7; New Haven, 47.2; Buffalo,
and altitude will readily disclose the 37.4; Albany, 3G.9; New York, 44.8;
Pittsburg, 3G.S; Philadelphia, 40.G; Atcause of the equable climate here.
lantic City, 42.0; Washington, 43.1;
No Radical Extremes.
Harrisburg, 38.1; Jamestown, 44.1;
The temperature of Santa Fe is not
Providence, 50.3; Richmond, 43.G;
made up of radical extremes either, Saranac Lake, N. Y., 35.G;
Savannah,
like than of Des Moines, Iowa, for 51.0; State
College,
Pennsylvania,
above
instance, where temperatures
10.2;
Storr, Connecticut, 47.2; Conof
90 degrees occur on an average
cord, New Hampshire, 40.4; Burlingnineteen days during each summer, ton,
Vermont, 33.3; Jacksonville, 53.4;
and where an extreme minimum of Detroit, 32.2;
Chicago, 33.4; Indian30 degrees below zero has been re41.9; Cleveland, 35.G;
Nashapolis,
corded, for it is rare for Santa Fe to ville, 48.G; and Ashville, North Carosum90
the
during
experience
degrees
lina, 42.G inches.
mer, and on the other hand zero temLots of Sunshine.
The
peratures very rarely occur.
A correspondingly small number of
highest ever recorded here was 97 decloudy and rainy days naturally regrees in August, 1878, and since 1890 sults
,and a correspondingly high perthere have been but six records of 90
of sunshine.
The average
centage
On
hand
the other
degrees or higher.
of days with precipitation
number
the lowest ever recorded here was 13
each year is but 81 at Santa Fe,
degrees below zero, and many win- while
only 43 days are designated
ters go by without touching zero
but even on these days the
"cloudy,"
reca
weather. Portland, Maine, has
sun is pretty liable to appear for a
ord of extremes of 97 degrees and
part of the time, as it is rare indeed
17 degrees; Boston, of 101 degrees
for an entire day to pass
without
and 13 degrees; New Haven, of 100 some
of the sun. Another inglimpse
14
of
degrees and
degrees; Albany,
fact is that the highest per100 degrees and
18 degrees;
New teresting
centage of sunshine in the Santa Fe
York, of 100 degrees and 0 degrees;
Valley occurs during the fall and winPittsburg, of 103 degrees and 20 de- ter
months, while generally through103
of
grees; Washington,
degrees out the central
valleys, eastern and
deand 15 degrees; Atlanta, of 100
southern states, and the Atlantic
grees and 8 degrees; Little Rock, of coast
regions the summer season is
106 degrees and 12 degrees; Detroit,
the
of greatest sunshine, with
of 101 degrees
and 21 degrees; its period
attendant
heat, heavy precipitaOmaha of 10G degrees and 32 degrees; tion
and very high humidity. None of
St. Louis, of 107 degrees and 22 de- these
regions has less than 100 days
grees; Chicago, of 103 degrees and with precipitation each
year and most
de10G
23 degrees;
of
Indianapolis
of the country mentioned has from
grees and 25 degrees, and Nashville, 120 to 150 days; thus at Portland there
of 104 degrees and 13 degrees.
are 135 days with precipitation; BosThe average temperature by months ton and
Philadelphia, 130 days; New
at Santa Fe Is as follows: January, Haven, 134
days; Buffalo, 170 days;
29 degrees;
February, 32 degrees; Rochester, 178 days; Albany, 143 days;
March, 40 degrees; April, 47 degrees; New York, 132 days; Pittsburg, 154
May, 5G degrees; June, 06 degrees; days; Washington, 122 days; Atlanta,
July, G9 degrees; August, G8 degrees; 125 days; St. Paul, 11G days; Detroit,
September, Gl degrees; October, 51 138 days; St. Louis, 115 days, and
degrees; November, 39 degrees, and Chicago, 12G days. The sunshine figDecember, 31 degrees.
ures are also full of meaning to one
The average of the maximum, or seeking relief from the cloud and
sevhighest day temperature, for the
gloom of the central valleys, eastern
eral months is as follows: January, and southern states, or the Atlantic
39 degrees;
February, 43 degrees; coast regions. In the case, however,
March, 52 degrees; April, GO degrees; of these regions it is rather a matter
May, C9 degrees; June, 78 degrees; of showing the lack of sunshine for
July, 81 degrees; August, 79 degrees; the percentages are so low; thu3 at
September, 73 degrees; October, G2 Portland there is but 58 per cent of
degrees; November, 50 degrees; De- the possible sunshine during the year,
cember, 42 degrees, and annual, Gl at Boston, 55 per cent; Buffalo, 49
degrees.
per cent; Rochester, 47 per cent; AlThe average of the minimum, or bany, 54 per cent; New York, 56 per
lowest night temperature, is as fol- cent; Pittsburg, 44 per cent; Philadellows: January, 19 degrees; Febru- phia and Washington, 57 per cent; Atary, 22 degrees; March, 29 degrees; lanta (in the "sunny south") but 61
April, 35 degrees; Mav, 44 degrees; per cent; New Orleans, 53 per cent;
June, 53 degrees; July, 57 degrees; Detroit, 52 per cent; St. Louis, JackAugust, 5G degrees; September, 49 de- sonville and Des Moines, 60 per cent;
grees; October, 39 degrees; Novem ChlcTo, 57 per cent, and Cincinnati,
'

g

(.,

Mexico:

"In general the climate is such as

to permit of outdoor work and outdoor
life the year around, under conditions

that are comparatively
and pleasant."

comfortable

THIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
No one is immune from kidney trou
ble, so just remember that Foley's

Kidney Cure will stop the irregularities and cure any case of kidney and
bladder trouble that is not beyond the
reach of medicine. Sold by Ireland
Pharmacy.
Foley's Honev and Tar cures the
most obstinate coughs and expels the
cold from the system as It Is mildly
laxative. It is guaranteed. Ihe gen
nine is in the yellow package. Sold
by Ireland Pharmacy.
Chronic Constipation Cured.
One who suffers from chronic condanger of many serious
stipation is
ailments. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
cures chronic constipation as it w
rUsoo!u aim stimulates tne liver and
bowels, restoring the natural action of
these organs. Commence taking it to
day and you will feel better at once.
does not
Orino Laxative
nauseate or gripe and is very pleas
ant to take. Refuse sub titutes. Sold
by Ireland Pharmacy.
Fruit-Syru-

p

Croup can positively be stopped in
twenty minutes. No vomiting nothing to sicken or distress your child.
A sweet, pleasant, and safe syrup,
called Dr. Shoop's Croup Cure, does
the work and does it quickly. Dr.
Shoop's Croup Cure is for Croup alone,
remember. It does not claim to cure
a dozen ailments. It's for Croup,
that's all. Soli by the Fischer
Drug Co.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

ft

Don't Walt For the Final Stages of
Kidney Illness Profit by Santa

Railway Company.

V

Fe People's Experience.
Occasional attacks or backache, irregular urination, headaches and dizzy
spells are common early symptom? of
kidney disorders. It's an error to
neglect these ills. The attacks may
pass off for a time, but return with
greater intensity. If there are symptoms of dropsy-puffswellings below
the eyes, bloating of limbs or ankles,
or any other part of the body, don't
delay a minute. Begin taking Doan's
Kidney Pills, and keep up the treatment until the kidneys are well, when
e
health and vigor will
your
return. Cures in Santa Fe prove the
effectiveness or. this great kidney
remedy.
Lino Romero, driver of delivery
wagon for Kaune and Company, resi
dence Palace Avenue, says: "Somes
times my back aches acutely,
it was a dull pain just across
the loins, and when in the acute
stage, I have been laid up for two
or three days at a time. I never took
anything for it as the attacks seemed
to disappear as mysteriously as they
came, but when suffering from one I
happened to read about Doan's Kidney
Pills in a Santa Fe paper, and I went
to Ireland's Pharmacy for a box. It
absolutely stopped the pains and
aches."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
bid-tim-

some-'.irne-

Special Announcement Regarding the
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
We are pleased to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
colds and lung troubles is not affected
by the National Pure Food and Drug
law as it contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs, and we recommend it
as a safe remedy for children and
adults. Sold by. Ireland Pharmacy.

Fostor-Mllbur-

n

To stop a cold with "Preventics"
safjr than to let it run and cure

nnr drmHrlstforlt.

M

tu.t

i street,

Mil W KOKk.

Preston

Arrive
Arrive

12 30 p. m.
12 01 p. m.

Leave

11 40 a. m.

'
13

p.m.

00 p. in.
20 p m

20
23
33
41
47

45 p.m.
5 55 p. m.
6 20 p.m.
6 45 p. m.
5

Koehlcr June
Koehler

Leave
Arrive
Leave (c)
Leave
Arrive

:

.

Arrive
Arrive
Leave

Vermojo
Cerrososp

Leave
Leave

Cimarron...

11

11
10
9
9

10
30
25
45
25

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
1
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- - A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.

'

Rosweil Automobile Co
Mail and Passenger Line between
Rosweil, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
dally Sunday included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Central Railways.
Leave Rosweil at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
at
points 5 hours, meals furnished
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
advance.

New Mexic.

bo

EmpiDLimeni Bureau
AND

COMPANY.

ts

M Collection
&!k7i3

tin ton

nrirfvl

Is made. Wemak e
collections in all parts of the U. S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
413
TOPEKA,

....

Kansas Avenue,
KANSAS,

N. M.

A

DYSPEPTICS HORROR.

Is solid food. In nine cases out

FLORAL

DESIGNS

FOR

PAR-TIE-

FUNERALS, ETC.

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.
CORNER SEVENTH AND DOUGLAS
of ten,
New Mexico
East Las Vegas

DIRECT ROUTE
TO

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to rt&s, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address
G. P. & T. A.,
Denver, Colo.

8. S. McBRIDE, Agt.
Santa Fe, N. M.

S. K. HOOPER,

Santa Fe Central

Phone 26
JITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone IS

Registe;--

.

SHORT ORDER MEALS.
The best short order meals are now
being served at the Bon Ton Restau
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are
employed at this place.

Rail-

way Company

H. 8. &AT7K5 & CO.

4

1 1

m.
ra.
m.

The

ciSi

M

,n.
m,

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Ffttit Trees.

THORNflILL,

,
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Tomas
Vlanueva of Galisteo, New Mexico,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 5476 made January 5, 1900, for
Section 10, Township 13
the SB
N Range 9 B., and that said proof
will be made before the Register and
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on February 21, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galisteo, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Ann

Arrive

Clifton

American

r1,",

4

EXAMINATION FREE

the
he cannot
It
11
accent no
n V V. I.,supply
slamn for.
other, imt send
It (rites
11tii.trnt.fl ImnlC BPftlPd.
full partloulnrs and dlritloi In- -

Raton

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

however, if the man with a weak atom
ach would take a glass or two of Dr,
Lauritzen's Health Table Malt with
each meal, he would soon find that he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
in the world for a weak stomach.

about the wonderful

Leave (a)
Leave

Non-Residen-

To Santa Fe soon, watch for
date of arrival and location.
Complicated cases solicited. I
succeed where others fail. Eyes
examined by my own patent, the
Improved Optimeter. Brazilian
No "hold up"
lenses used.
prices. 50 per cent cheaper than
all others.

is

35

7

to-la-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

kMARVELWhirlingSpray
pjrrine.
KTO5SSSta 'I'm new VMMnl
ai
ises-obi conven
ient, it cleanses

30 p. in.
40 p. m.
85 p. tn,

lnl
No. 2.

STATIONS

Situations of all kinds Secured Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Lent on Approved Security.

Pecos,

Woman
Every
Interested and thonld know

Ratrn

REALTY

THE FLORIST
Sablno Varela, Pedro Rivera,
Varela, and Faustln Ortiz, all of CUT FLOWERS ALWAYS ON HAND

Watch for date of arrival and
location.

Dist. from

No. 1.

Hi

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of the land, viz:

KIW1E

'

--

14, 1907.

EYE SPECIALIST.

3

4
4
4
5
5

Train

Rosweil,

2

DR.

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

Rosweil Automobile Co

fr

five-ye-

Diplomas from New York Eye
Infirmary, National Optical College, St. 'Louis, and Great NorthAlso endorseern, Chicago.
ments from scores of citizens
throughout America.

be given of opening of other extensions.

for

it afterwards. Taken at the "sneeze
tage" Preventics will head ...off all
(Homestead Entry No. 5480.)
olds and Grippe, and perhaps save
Notice for Publication.
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Preventics are little toothsome candy Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent
January 31, 1907
boxes. If yiu are chilly, if you begin
Notice is hereby given that Ofelia
to sneeze, try Preventics.
They will
of Pecos, N.
has filed
surely check the cold and please you, Rivera,
notice of his intention to make final
Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.
proof in support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No
La Grippe and Pneumonia.
the
Foley's Honey and Tar cures la 5180, made January 6, 1900, for
S
SW
and
NW
SW
grippe coughs and prevents pneu
NW
section 17, township
monia. Refuse any but the genuine SW
in the yellow package. Sold by Ire 1G N, range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before the register and
land Pharmacy.
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March

COMING

N.

The line of Ms railway from Raton to Cimarron,

The editor of the MempTiIs, Tenn.,
"In my opinion
'Times" writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and lung
trouble, and to nfy own personal
knowledge Foley's Honey and Tar has
Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known and
accomplished many permanent cures
Best Machines for all pur poses on the market.
that have been little short of marvel
lous." Refuse any but the genuine in
house of
Furnished
RENT
Two ot the best known and best
the yellow package. Sold by Ireland
seven rooms and bath. Good location. machines for all purposes on the
Address all communications and
Pharmacy.
Inquire at New Mexican.
quiries to the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
garnet
LOST Gold brooch with
Connection made with Automobile
Finder please return to
Line at Torrance for Rosweil dally settings.
Rob 328 Water St. and receive reward.
Automobile leaves Torrance
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Hoswell
it 12 noon. Automobile leave Rob
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
well forTorrance at 1 p. m. and arrive
it Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Fav
ween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65
orite.
ind between Torrance and Rosweil
Chamberlain's- Cough
nrefer
"We
u automobile b
(10. Reserve Beat
Remedv to any other for our chil
J. W. STOCK 4.RD,
wire.
dren," says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
Line
Munftzer AutomoMH
Twining, Mich. "It has also done the
work for us in hard colds and croup,
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
and we take pleasure In recommend
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has ing it." For sale by all druggists.
been repainted, and refurnished, and
is now one of the best in the Terri
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
tory. They handle everything in, the
The quick relief from pain afforded
eastern
and by
eating line from both
applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
western markets. A call will convince makes it a favorite with sufferers from
you that they know the business.
rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lumbago, and deep seated and muscular
What to Do When Bilious.
pains. For sale by all druggists.
The right thing to do when you
of
feel bilious is to take a dose
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Mar agar.
Skin Disease of Twenty Years'
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Standing Cured.
Tablets. They will cleanse the stom
how much
I want you to know
ach and regulate the liver and bow- Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
25
els. Try it. Price,
cents. Samples It has cured my face of a skin disfree at all drug stores.
ease of almost twenty years' standing. I have been treated by several
Money
I CAN SELL
as smart physicians as we have in
Your Real Estate or Business
this country and they did me no
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
ib Matter Where Lccated
good, but two boxes of this salve has
Properties and Business of a'l i!hJb cured me. Mrs. Fannie Griffin, Troy,
aoid (loickiy for "".sh in all parts of the
Easiness of
Attended to.
Alabama, Chamberlain's Salve is for
United St tes. Don't wait. Writ,
sale by all druggists.
describing what you have to sell
and give cash price on same.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE
IF YO WANT TO BUY
-One of the best fruit ranches in
of
or
Business
kind
Real
Estate
any
twen
about
Fe
Santa
lorthern
County,
at
any price, write me your
anywhere,
Lean save you time '7 miles from this city, is for salt
requirements.
at a bargain. For particulars apply tc
md money.
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
DAVID P. TAFF,
Now Mexico.
THE LAND MAN.
415 Kansas .wenue,
101 Palm AvmiiKi
Thine Ni. 111.
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,

urns

(

M., including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will

y

It's a pleasure to tell our readers
about a cough cure like Dr. Shoop's.
has fought
For years Dr. Shoop
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
or other unsafe ingredients commonly
found in cough remedies. Dr, Shoop
Pure
It seems, has welcomed the
Food and Drug law recently enacted, for he has worked along similar
lines for many years. For nearly
twentv vears Dr. Shooo's Cough Cure
containers have bad a warning printed on them against Opium and other
narcotic poisons. He has thus made
it possible for mothers to protect
their children by simply insisting on
having D . Shoop's Cough Cure, Sold
by the Fischer Drug Co.

1907.
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TIME TO ACT.

I,

Is

FEBRUARY

SATURDAY,

TXaE TABLE
Effective

Thursday

Nov.

South Bound
No

M

1

1

20

2

25

p

p
S30p
4 00 p
4 2Sp
6 6b p
8 30
8 IS

p
p

41
62

61
69
81
116

"
"

1906.

North Bound
Station..

0 Lva... .Santa
22

29,

Pa... Arr

Kennedy.... "
Stanley.... "
....Jdorlarty ... ""
Melntoih...
Eitanoia.... "
WUlard.... "

"
"
"
"
Arr....Torrano...Lve

Alt! No 2
7,000 5 40
6,0M 4 30
6,370 8 30
6,260 2 55
6,176 2 33
6,140 2 OS
6,128 12 0
6,476 11 00

p
p
p
p
p

P
P

a

Freight, Passenger asi'd Steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, witli
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance" with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General freight and Passenger Agent.

'

ft

SATURDAY.
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9,
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(Continued from Page 1.)
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f

Company which was organized for the
purpose of harvesting this Ice, has
installed at each of thfise various lakes
the latest and most "modern machinery for harvesting Ice, and dally durILL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
Belen is 81 miltf wrath of Albuquerque, N. M., ti the junc-tiing the winter season thousands of
tons of Ice are cut aid 'stored away
WILL GO
FREIGHT TRAIN3 OF THE SAtfTA
of the Maui Line of the Santi Fe System leading
for summer use. Large and commoOVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BILIH,
dious Ice houses have been erected
East and West from Chicago, Kanaai City, Qalvestoi and
at these various laPes capable of
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
points East to San Francisco, Lot Angela, El Paw and
housing from thirty t1) fifty thousand
tons of Ice. Cold stoiage plants have
The loU offered ara in the center of the city,, well gt&
Old Mexico.
been and are being erected at. Raton,
New Mexico, Trinidai, La Junta and
ed (many of them improved by cr.ltivation) J no said oi
1,000 buiinegi anil rttiden.ee lots, tiie tliHfc feet, laid
Lamar, Colorado, Syracuse, Garden
out with broad 10 and
itreets, with alleyi 10 feet
gravel We aecd a first class btkery, tailor risop, shoe
City and Dodge City, Kansas, and
others will probably be erected In
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj.; planing millj coai aid wool
wide, with beautiful lake and public prk and grand old
other places. In the winter time the
these
to
is
shipped
surplus product
shade treei; public school house, costing $16,000; churchyard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc., au; a fxst Iaas,
various cold storage plants, and stored
sevmodern h'Atl
for use and sale for the following
es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
summer. This winter an hundred
Boil3elen
Patent
Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payment!;
eral large mercantile establishments; the
thousand tons will probably be har
will
enormous
and
this
output
vested
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
er Mill, capacity 150 btrrels daily; large winery, three hopurchase money,
be eventually Increased by the con
Two-thirthe build
with
cn
cash.
remak
is
Belen
the
note,
structing of new damn, and
point
may
tels, restaurants, etc.,
largest shipping
mongij se- The ice is
ing of large reservoirs.
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
harvested at a minimum cost and on
curity, for one year, with S per cent, interot tksraoi.
account of Its superior quality and
if.
tiai U seexif
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad
Apply at once for mi aid
fOHH
Prteitatl
purity, it is much preferred to the
manufactured product.
V
choicest
the
eaaaot
t
ti.thstei.
eity in the aear future
Four New Railroads.
The one thing which has stimulated
and made possible the wonderful developments in the coal and Ice busi
ness in the Sugarite Canon has been
the building of the Raton and Eastern Railroad, the SantA Fe, Raton
and Des Moines RallroaI, the Santa
Fe, Liberal and Englewiod Railroad
and the Canadian River Railroad.
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern.
The Santa Fe, Raton md Eastern
Railroad is completed and has been prices for every ton of coal that can ple have been unable to get coal, live- will afford the farmers of Oklahoma I eventually be extended to St. Louis;
in operation for some time. It is be mined by the Yankee Fuel Com stock men have been compelled to and Kansas a market in New Mexico If it is, It will afford the shortest and
something over fourteen miles In pany.
drive their stock many hundreds of and Colorado for all their farm pro- most direct line to the greatest city
length, running east from the city of
miles in order to reach other railroads ducts and vegetables. It will offer an in the South. ,
A Marvelous Growth.
Millions of New Capital.
Raton, where it connects with the
to get them to the market. The com- outlet for the lumber and timber pro
No section of the country has had
With all this wonderful develop
Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Rail
New
ducts
of
Northern
and
Mexico,
will
afford
railroad
new
this
increase In population pletion of
way, up the Sugarite, and a branch the remarkable
New Mex- will carry this product to the cities ment, one can readily understand why
and the wonderful development that a direct line to the East for
Raton and Colfax County are enjoygoing up the east and west fork of
Colorado and towns of Oklahoma.
it
as
the
ico,
Kandoes,
crossing,
Western
New
Mexico,
ing such wonderful prosperity and
the Sugarite Canon, one branch tap Eastern
A Direct Line to Saint Louis.
livethe
enable
it
will
and
Southern,
Oklahoma have enjoyed during
such a remarkable growth. Millions of
ping the Yankee coal field and the sas and
Southern
and
Texas
in
stock
no
announcement
has
definite
While
shippers
Fe
dollars have been spent in the county
other extending to the lakes, thereby th past few years. The Santa
Railroad has had so much traffic that Colorado to send their livestock to been made, the people of New Mexico within the past two years In the build
splendid
giving the two companies
Peo the markets by a direct line and it believe that this line of railroad will
facilities and easy access to the mar- It has been unable to care for it.
ing of these new railroads and the
TO
i
kets.
opening up and development of the
mines.
The
are
people
making the
Santa Fe, Raton and Des Moines.
claim that within a few years Raton
. The
Santa Fe, Raton and Des
will be the metropolis of the TerriMoines Railroad, which extends from
tory. Along the lines of the new
Carisbrook, a growing town which will
roads many new towns and cities are
rapidly develop into a thriving city,
springing up; people are coming in, Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
located as it is, at the junction of
Fargo
buying lands and building homes and
the Raton and Eastern and the San
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
within a very short time all this ferta !Fe, Raton and Des Moines Railtile and wonderfully productive counMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
road, to Des Moines, forty miles away
try through which the roads pass will
on the Colorado and Southern Rail
filled
be
with
and
Payable Throughout the United States. Csrada, Mexico
prosperous, happy
road. This railroad will be completed
contented people.
and In operation in a short time; will
and all Foreign C ountries
open up a new territory and will gfve
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
the city of Raton additional railroad
ANOTHER OPPOSED
facilities, connecting as It does, at
TO NEW COUNTY
Des Moines with the Colorado and
Southern and with the new road
Groves, a Well Known Citizen
buMding from' Des Moines to Liberal
of Carlsbad Gives Reasons for
and Englewood, Kansas.
Being Against Division.
Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood.
The Santa Fe, Liberal and Engle
The question of the creation of
wood Railroad will tap one of the rich&
"topic Gr,gA&i0?AieBawittviiuJ!,w
est sections of the great Southwest,
tion. The New Mexican is receiving
which has been heretofore without
letters concerning the question daily.
"nearer
no"
railfoad
n'oryvhich'"
M S. Groves a well known and re
thon an hundred miles on either side
citizen of Carlsbad writes
sponsible
Rock
of the new road. It crosses the
thereon:
the
taps
Island at Hooker, Okla.,
"Carlsbad, N. M, Jan. 28, 1907.
Rnnta. Ve at Englewood, and connects
New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
"Editor
with the Canadian River Railroad,
Sir I note that there 1b an
"Dear
from
ts being constructed
wMoh
made to have the present
effort
being
These
City.
nwworrt
, , uwu
it t Oklahoma
divide Eddy. County ana
leeislature
a
direct
i
afford
"
will
of
road
ney lines
from a portion thereof to create rne
outlet to the great coal perns
ot
A
parnumber
county of Artesia.
w,i,n,iinr Yankee, will enable
tloa T understand are now in Santa
Yankee Fuel Company to supply coal
fnr the nurnose of urging this ac
n nrartlcallv the entire western coun
tion. As a citizen and taxpayer of
to
Ice
Company
the
try, will enable
Bddv County I desire to say that this
resend its product into the heated
movement is not supportea by otnei
.ini.ii nf the ereat Southwest.
than a few people, and that condi
and
oaHmntAd that the farm products
tions rather than demanding such a
th rattle and sheep along the line of
creation are strongly against It. n
than
more
will
railroads
new
these
would result In the attempt to mainthe
and
pay the operating expenses, of Coltain two counties from resources,
ice
and
freight from the coal
area and population that is just about
handsome
"
fax County will afford a
and suppori
it
sufficient to maintain
i
, ,
ll
ha In.
profit to the roads.
raxes
wcuiu mxeituiij c in
one.
An Open Market.
now
are
quite no tne
creased and they
These new roads will afford the
to be hoped
'
is
earnestly
It
limit.
Yankee Fuel Company an open market that no action will be taken by tne
tnr it coal. It will enable the comIs carelegislature until the matter
which
a
to
coal
region
nnv tn sunnlv
',
;
Into, and when It is I am
gone
T
fully
c.1rpi
to
obtain
I
.
.
v
has heretofore been unable
lines win be ien
satisfied
county
a sufficient supply of this necessary
they now are. I write you that my
nrnduct. Okahoma, with its rapmiy
expression may be brought to public
cities, and its ever increasYours very cruiy,
i
notice.
its'
,
it
in nonulation. Kansas, Texas, and all
"M. S. UBOVKS.
the
the great Territory tapped by
the
Santa Fe and
Ti!inrt tht!
XWV.ll
various roads entering Oklahoma City,
PUBLICSCHOOL BUILDING RATON
and good
1 will insure a good market
SHARP POINTS.

The XH
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the
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One-thir-

BELEN TOWJVSITE
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its

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

Wells Fargo & Company

Express.

General Express Forwarders

Parts of the World.

All

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
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Better believe yourself a dunce and
work away than a genius and be Idle.
For one who cannot thoroughly renont himsoif the nidi and abiding con
fidence of others Is impossible.
The moment others see that money
trrabbini Is your dominant passiou
then the bud of your nouuuy pensuea
A constant struggle, a ceaseless bat
tle to bring success from luhospitable
surroundings, is the price of all great
acl' evements. Success.

1
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arlsbrook.

Junction of fiJton and E

tern Railroad and
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Santa F., Raton and De. Molne. Railroad.
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RECEIVED TODAY

FRESH
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BAIS,

BUTCHERS!

SOCIAL ANDPERSONAL
(Continued from Page Four)
Mrs. N. B. Field, of
who has been a visitor

residence on Grant Avenue returned
to her Duke City home today. She
was accompanied by Mrs. A. M. Ber
eere, who will visit with her lor a
few days.
Colonel George W. Prichard,
who
has been in Estancla during the past
week attending district court for TorPio. 4Q.
rance County, returned last evening to
spend today and tomorrow at home.
He will return to Estancia Monday

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
Mo.

250 San Francisco Street.

grocery Telephone

Meat Market Telephone

No. 4.

Albuquerque,

at the Bergere

noon.
DRIED FRUIT.
Mrs. John N. Zook returned home
Dried fruit is now on sale from the this afternoon after a two weeks' visit
We are In receipt o a car of eastern
190G crop. We are offering prunes In with relatives at Salt Lake
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
City, Utah.
Mrs. L. A. Brown, of Portland, OreAmong these are Included the Fern-doll- , especially attractive packages.
packages gon, mother of Mrs. Zook, was also
Blue Lahel and Heinz brands. We
packages,
are quoting very attractive prices on and
packages we offer as fol- visiting at Salt Lake City during her
these goods, which are all the very lows;
sojourn there.
In 30-4size, very large fruit, 15,
best that. It is possible for high grade
Mrs. J. W. Mullens, of St. Joseph,
10, ami C5 cents.
factories to turn out.
was an arrival this week
Michigan,
00-7sized
fair
In
size, very
fruit, In Santa
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
Fe, and Is a guest at St Vin10, 25 and 40 cents.
case f3.00.
She came for a
We also have the fruit in bulk and cent's Sanitarium.
Ferndell Telephone Teas, can 15c,
visit to her niece, Miss Edith Cad-well- ,
boxes.
in
case $3.00.
, ,
,
who is making her home temporOn full boxes our price is very atFerndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
in Santa Fe.
arily
If
so
ask
use
much
you can
tractive;
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Rumor has it that Miss Belle Chris-tensefor
price.
35
2
cents.
Blue Label Peas, cans for
of Los Angeles, formerly of El
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
and
Charles C. Catron, of this
Paso,
per
Apples,
very fancy,
Evaporated
Eeinz' Baked Bean3, 15, 20, and 25
will
be
married some time In
city,
12
cents,
pound,
cents.
25 April.
pound,
per
Apricots,
Evaporated
25
15
and
Heinz' Apple Butter,
The Saturday Duplicate Whist Club
cents.
cents.
was entertained
this afternoon by
20
per
Peaches,
pound,
Evaporated
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
Mrs. M. O. Llewellyn.
and 25 cents.
15
cents.
pint,
Mrs. C. O. Luckenbach, Mrs. H. C.
2
of California Figs, eating,

k

GOODS.

CANNED

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergains for the present:
Sunburst
Marrowfat Peas, can,
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, xtra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

pounds
for 25 cents,
1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.

.".

$5.50

"Four-foo-

wood," per cord".

t

nuiuiauue mixed, per ton..$S.75

CAPITAL GOAL
OFFICE

r

;

YA-IRID- .

Garfield Ave., Near A., T. A S. F. Depot.

IT

DOESN'T

COST

..$3.50

'Phone No.

ANYTHING

u WJME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
"Eii,uivifc WHETHER THEY BUY OR

VISITORS
NOT.

ARE

ALWAYS

The Biggest Curio Stora a the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF
NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

You Can't Miss

FIVE CENTS

the Place

p

GyNHERS

Pharmacy

San Francisco Street.

Look

Cart-wrigh- t,

Mas-sie-

Thirty-sevent-

e

h

111,

Mrs. R. J. Palen, who has been quite
is rapidly improving.

TORRANCE COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT
Juries Empanelled

SISTERS' BAZAAR
CHIEF CLERKS
WILL END TONIGHT

for the Old Mexican

$2,000.

the afternoon session of the Assembly.
Mr. Holt then asked for unanimous
consent to Introduce the resolution
which is as follows:
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 5,
PROVIDING FOR THE PAYMENT
OF EMPLOYES AND CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LEGISLATURE. '
Be it resolved by the House of Rep.
resentatives
of the
Legislative Assembly of the Territory
of New Mexico, the Council concurring therein:
That the sum of twelve hundred
($1,200) dollars is hereby appropriated to pay the salaries of interpreters, translators and contingent expenses of the House of Representatives of said Legislative Assembly;
and the additional sum of seven hundred and eighty ($780) dollars to pay
the salaries of Interpreters, translators and contingent expenses of the
Council of said Legislative Assembly.
That upon the presentation of this
resolution to the auditor cf the Teraudritory of New Mexico, the said
itor shall draw his warrants against
the Territorial treasurer In favor of
Roman L. Baca, Speaker of the House
for the sum of
of Representatives
twelve hundred ijl,200) dollars and in
favor of Charles A. Spiess, President
of the Council of said Legislative Assembly for the sum of seven hundred
and eighty ($780) dollars respectively; and said treasurer is hereby
directed and ordered to pay the same
out of any funds in the Territorial
treasury at the time of the presentation
of said warrants at his discretion, except funds in his hands for the payment of Interest on the Territorial
debt.
That the sum of twelve hundred
($1,200) dollars and seven hundred
and eighty ($780) dollars shall be
hereafter paid out as may be directed
Legislative Asby Eaid
sembly of the Territory of New Mex-

Indictments
This evening will be the final night
Found Valles and Clark Cases
of the Sisters of Charity Bazaar which
Under Investigation,
has been held throughout the week at
Loretto Hall. Owing to tht Interest
to
The
New
Mexican.
Special
manifested in the different popularity
Estancia, N. M., Feb. 9. The Grand contests
and raffles it is expected that
Jury now In session In Estancia at the the
room in which the fair
spacious
of
term
District
Court
the
for
present
Is in progress will be filled to over
Torrance County, returned six indict
ments during the week and is now flowing tonight.
The attendance last evening was
considering the cases against Dothan on any of the preceding
mingo Valles, charged with the mur larger
if it is exceeded tonight
der of the late Colonel J. Francisco nights, and
as confidently expected the hall
Chaves and of Jap Clark charged with
will have to be thronged.
It is
killing Deputy Sheriff Chase. Wit- stated that the
proceeds will be close
nesses In the cases have been sub
to $2,000.
were
The expectations
poenaed and will appear before the that a
amount would be realized
larger
Grand Jury next week. It is believed
but there were too many other atthat true bills in these cases will be tractions
during the week,
returned during the early part of next The wheel
of fortune is proving one
week when the petit jury which has of
the biggest money makers for the
already been empanelled will begin the bazaar management.
The receipts
trial of the two cases. It is believed
from it are as
as from any of
that the Jap Clark case will be tried the other boothslarge
every night. Near
first.
ly twelve dollars were taken In last
In the matter of the charges of
at the ice cream stand which
misfeasance and misconduct in office night
was temporarily in charge of Sister
of
Fornoff
Fred
preferred by Captain
Fidells. A cake In which a ring had
the New Mexico Mounted Police been
placed before haklng was put
against Sheriff Manuel S. Sanchez, of up for sale last night at 15 cents a
Torrance County, an answer has been slice and when it had all been dis
filed to the charges and Colonel
posed of the receipts were about $9.
George W. Prichard, atorney for San- The cake was- baked by one of the
chez, has urged a speedy hearing, Sisters. It proved such a fine source
This Judge Mann, presiding judge, has of revenue that another one was
been unable to grant on account of baked
today to be sold piece meal to
the great press of business before the night. Very Reverend Father Antonio
court, but it is believed the case will Fourchegu, vicar general, purchased
be disposed of at the present term.
the slice containing the ring last
The personnel of both juries, the night, and he gave the golden circlet
grand and petit, is exceptionally good to a little girl standing near him when
and J. S. McDonald, a well known he made the lucky find.
stockman, Is foreman of the Grand
Roman L. Baca and Jose D. Sena
Jury.
are making a good race for the hand
But one civil case has been heard so some cut glass glass berry bowl and
far, but it is understood that a num tonight will tell the tale. At last ac
ber of civil cases will be tried as soon counts this afternoon Mr, Sena was
as the criminal business is disposed said to be in the lead.
of.

Thirty-sevent-

Thirty-sevent-
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Day 'Phone 35

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa' ice Avenue,
Sunday. Telephone No. 142.
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Chicago, Feb. 9. President W. A,
Harris of the Northwestern Univer
sity last night, in commenting upon
the donation by John D. Rockefeller
to a general educational board for
the purpose of promoting the cause of
the country,
education throughout
found one serious objection to the
s''
money.
M
money most cannot afford to have it
because of the conditions which must
be complied with," said Mr. Harris.
For instance Beloit was offered
$200,000 as
of an endowment
on condition that the college would
raise the other two thirds, or $400,-00'Beloit could only raise $50,000
of that amount.
The college that
s
could raise
of such an endowment is not a college that needs
the money the most."

e

DUDROW

h

ico.

I

Cart.

USE AXE

(Continued from Page 1.)
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The people of the town of Estancia
are greatly excited over the passage
Dalby the Legislative Council of the
ies' bill to create the new county of
Torrance, add to Its limits and
change the county seat from Estancia
to Willard. In fact this is the univer
sal topic of conversation and naturally
evervbodv in the county seat and out
The people expect
of it is interested.
hoM nf the Legislative
and hope to make a good showing
why the bill should not become law.
Judge Edward A. Mann is the pre
siding Judge and Clerk C. P. Downs
is at the desk. Both officials are very
popular and becoming more so as they
are better known.
The trial of the Indictment against
Lee Lingino for the killing of one
Davidson which was returned by the
present Grand Jury was continued un
til the next term on motion of defendant who Is defended by Judge N. B.
Laughlln.
Three criminal cases are set for
next Tuesday until which time the
petit jury has been excused.

TO

Indications Are Loretto Hall Will Be
Packed Proceeds About

f

THE CURIO MAN.
301-30- 3

were as follows: Mesdames Dalles, Of
Willard; Studely of Raton; Abbott,;of
Springer; Aldrich of Gallup; Field and
Chaves of Albuquerque; Frost, A.
J. L. Seligman, McFie, Spitz,
Palen, Prichard, H. C. Luckenbach,
C. O. Luckenhach, Walter, Bean, Dye,
Renehan, Grlmshaw, Fiske,
Warner, Bergere, Reld, Llewellyn, Ehle, Newhall, Watson, Nud-lnGriffin, J. B. Wood, Hanna, C. L.
C.
A. Bishop,
Bishop,
Schumann,
Haynes, Shearon, Knight, Goutchey,
Winter, Sparks, Gable, Fischer, Summers, Garrett, E. C. Abbott, Tarklng-ton- ,
Hogle, Safford; Misses Baum, of
Denver; Holzman, of East Las Vegas; Burns, of TIerra Amarilla; Fren-ger- ,
of Geneva, Switzerland;
Staab,
,
Otero, McFie, Luckenbach, Lamy,
McKenzle,
Dougherty,
Spitz,
Gladys Wiley. Helen Laur'uTn.
Cards announcing the forthcoming
marriage of Miss Alice Louise Reynolds, daughter of Judge and Mrs.
Matt G. Reynolds, of St. Louis, Missouri, to Frederick W. Meysenburg,
of the same city on February 12th,
have been received by friends of the
family In this city. The marriage
will take place at the family home No.
5GG7Von
Versen avenue, In the Mound
City.
Judge and Mrs. Reynolds are
well and favorably known in this city
where they have visited frequently
and where Judge Reynolds, while attorney for the United States with the
United States court of private land
claims, spent many months In official
life during the term of the court which
lasted eleven years.
Members of the House of the
Legislative Assembly were
the guests at a
dinner at
the Sanitarium last Monday evening.
The affair was entirely Informal and
it is needless to say that everyone
had all he could eat and a good time.
Following the dinner, matters political and matters not political were discussed over fragrant Havanas. The
dinner was served in the long dining-rooand the tables were prettily decorated with cut flowers. The hosts of
the occasion were Mr. Holt and Mr.
Beach, members of the House, who
have won a place In the hearts of
their colleagues both as entertainers
and legislators.

d

J. S. CANDELARI0,

I

L

FOR

1907.

9,

The resolution was read the first
and second time by title. Mr. Holt
moved that House Joint Resolution
Number 5 be read the third time in
(Continued from Page Five.)
full preparatory to its passage. The
motion prevailed.
from a
Mrs. Frost, who Suffered
Following the reading of the resou
lution toy the chief clerk, Mir. Holt
severgcold during the week, has re- moved that the resolution "do now
ing the fore part of the evening and confined to his room at the Palace
later bridge whist was played. Re- Hotel during the past few
pass." By a viva voce vote, House
days b,y ill
freshments were served. Those pres ness, out is on tne way to recovery,
the. House.' The .chiefcTerk
ent were: Judge Edward A. Mann, of An order has been issued out of
structed to make an immediate report
Alamogordo; Colonel George W. Prich- the First Judicial District Court for
to the Honorable Council on the acard, Judge N. B. Laughlin, and A. M. Santa Fe County directing Jose Leon
tion of the House in regard to House
Bergere, of Santa Fe; Charles P. Maarii, county commissioner of the
Joint Resolution Number 5 and upon
Downs of Alamogordo, and Messrs. Second District, to show cause
motion of Mr. Holt duly seconded and
why a
Fairfield and Prentice.
proceeding in quo warranto should not
carried, the House took a recess of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crane of New be had against him In which he will
ten minutes.
York City are visitors in Santa Fe be called upon to defend his riehts
A message from the Council was
and during their sojourn are the to tne office which he now holds and
announced at 8:30 p. mi. and the
House reconvened to receive it.
guests of Hon. and Mrs. L. Bradford to which he was. elected November
Prince.
Mr. Crane has been in 0th, 190G. It Is alleged that Madrll
Chief Clerk Martin of the Council
poor health for some time threatened was sentenced to the penitentiary for
announced that the Honorable Coun
OMAHA PUBLIC LIBRARY
with nervous prostration.
cil had concurred in House Joint Reso
He came cattle stealing in a case about twen
to New Mexico for the purpose of re
ROBBED OF VALUABLE COINS lution Number 5. Mr. Holt then intro
or twenty-eigh- t
years ago
duced House Resolution Number 5
cuperating and at the same time to and that he has never been pardoned.
Mrs. Jose Pablo Gallegos, widow of
renew acquaintances with Hon. and
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 9. Burglars last which gave the Speaker of the House
Mrs, Prince both of whom he knew the late Jose Pablo Gallegos, of Abl- - CONFERENCE JAP
night forced their way into the Public the authority to disburse all monies
iihrary and robbed It of the
Intimately in New York before their quiu, died at the family home in that
by the Assembly for the
SCHOOL QUESTION Byron Reed collection of valuable appropriated
House for the payment of employes
marriage. He was a college chum of town at 7 o'clock Thursday morning
priced coins. The collection was the and for contingent expenses. The
Prince.
Although Mr. nom the Infirmities of old age. She
Crane has traveled extensively this is was a very charitable and good wo acneouiea to ue neia at wnite Mouse most valuable one in thn entwa roost- resolution provided that the Speaker
The watchman was surprised by the of the House keep a pay roll containToday Mayor Schmltz and Others
his first visit to the Sunshine Terri- man and highly respected In the comArrive In Capital.
tory and he is delighted with the munity in which she had attained a
burglars who bound and gagged him. ing the names of all employes and
that he require each employe to subbalmy air and bright sunshine.. He ripe old age. She is survived by one
BIG SHIP AGROUND.
Washington, Feb. 9. The confer
and his wife expect to remain here son, Reyes Gonzales and by two
scribe his signature
opposite his
for some time eniovins the Raluhrions daughters, namely, Mrs. A. Baca and ence on the Japanese school question
Seabrlght, N. X, Feb. 9. The big name and the amount paid him upon
will
held
be
House
the
at
White
j climate, and
ship Helen J. Seltz, of said roll. It further provided that
seeing the various points Mrs. Thomas D. Burns. At her bed3 o'clock this afternoon,
or historic and scenic Interest.
Boston, went aground early today at the final adjournment of the LegisMr. side during her late hours were many probably at
Crane has followed the legal pro- of her relatives and descendants. The Preliminary arrangements were made three miles south of Barnett. Wreck- lative Assembly, the Speaker of the "
fession and is a member of one of remains were deposited in the Cath- for the meeting this morning when ing tugs have gone to her assistance. House should file the pay roll in the
Representatives Kahn and Hayes, acoffice of the Territorial auditor when
the most prominent law firms in New olic cemetery at El RIto today.
San CONVICTS ESCAPE
York.
said pay roll had been duly approved
He is a man of large wealth
Marshall McHughes today discov companied by Mayor Schmltz, of
FROM PENITENTIARY by the House. The resolution was
and artistic temperament.
He has a ered two burros In the plaza "on the Francisco, called at ;the White House
read in full and upon motion of Mr.
magnificent country estate near Stan grass," although Mr. and Mrs. Burro to pay their respects to the President.
Secretary Metcalf was also present.
It was reported late this afternoon Holt passed the House by a viva voce
ford, Connecticut, which is known had seen the sign
off
the
"Keep
far and wide as Rock-Acrand em- grass." When asked if he would give From the White House Messrs. Hayes that several convicts at the Territor- vote. The House then adjourned unKahn and Schmltz went to the state ial Penitentiary had
braces over two hundred acres en- them a trial, Marshal
escaped from the til 3 p. m. Monday afternoon.
McHughes stat- department and called on
closed In a high stone wall.
Secretary prison. The Penitentiary officials said
ed that he did not believe they were
Root.
The Fifteen Club met Friday after- worthy of It,
that they were conducting an Investi
although he said they
MARKET REPORT.
noon with. Mrs. J. E. 'Wood. Mrs. L. did not
gation and could not state positively
appear as bad as some of the MRS. McCORD TO FILL
the number nor how the escape was
Bradford Prince presided. The pro hombres" who have recently been
VACANCY IN CITY SCHOOL made.
gram opened with quotations, "Things tried in the police court at 113 Galis-teMONEY AND METALS.
bam or Shakespeare." An interesting
New York, Feb. 9. Money on call
Street. The burros were driven
Miss Kathleen Brown, of Norton,
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
paper on "Shakespeare's Life as Por to the pond and the chances are will
active and firmer. Prime mercantile
First Presbyterian Church.
trayed in His Sonnets," written by not be allowed to nip the green Kansas, who yesterday, in a telegram
paper,
silver, 68
the
of
accepted
school teacher
position
Mrs. Harroun was read in her ab- grass in the Plaza
George F. Sevier, pastor.
St. Louis, Feb. 9. Spelter higher
again this spring. in the local
public schools, will not
sence by Mrs. Thomas. This was fol
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
0.80.
Sheriff J. A. Street of Quay County, come
here after all. This morning
lowed by the reading by the club of spent
Preaching at 11 a. m., subject:
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
today In Santa Fe. He was ac she sent another
dispatch to Superin "Drawing Near to God."
the first and second acts of "Othello." companied
Atchison 103; pfd. 88
by his deputy Eugenlo tendent J. A. Wood in which
she
Junior Endeavor, 2:30 p. m.
Current events closed the program. Uarcia.
New York Central 127
The officers are en route stated
that it would be impossible for
The elub will meet by Invitation with home from Las Vegas where
Young People's Society of Christian
took her to
Pennsylvania 130
they
accept the position here unless Endeavor, C:30 p. m.
Mrs. Prince on February 22 with Mrs. an insane man for treatment in
Southern Pacific 93
the the
salary was increased from $55 to Preaching at 7:30 p. m.
Thomas in the chair.
insane asylum at the Meadow City.
Union Pacific, 172
pfd. 90.
$70
month. After a consultation
Public invited to all these services.
Among the society events of the
For Rent or for Sale The Lucken with per
Copper 112
members
of
the
board
of
educaMethodist.
week was a box party at the opera bach House, 121 Grant Avenue. All
Steel 44
pfd. 104
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
house Thursday evening during the modern improvements. Apply to C. O. tion, Professor Wood was Instructed
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND' RIBS.
to
engage Mrs. Alan Q. McCord to fill
for Sunday
Subject
second performance of the Elks' Min- Luckenbach, 397 Palace Avenue.
morntne:
9. Wheat.
Chicago, Feb.
Mav
the vacancy created by the reslgna- - "Faith, Hope and
strels. After the show the guests
Charity." For the 80
July 79
Word has been received from Las
were entertained at dinner by Terri Cruces of the death there
evening, "Lessons from the Life of
Corn, May 46
July 46
recently of
enter upon the" discharge Abraham Lincoln."
torial Secretary
J. W. Raynolds. Attorney TTnrfnn Mnnrfl TTa wna. a a. jCord wlu
Oats, May 41; July 37
of
duties
her
Monday morning. She
Cathedral.
There were present, besides the host, sociated iri the practice of the
Pork, May $17.95; July $18,02
'
legal
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Seligman, Mr, profession with James H. Paxton un has had five or six years of experi
Guinquasima Sunday.
Lard, May and July $10.17
ence In Illinois,
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
and Mrs. A. B. Renehan, Mrs. Amado der the firm name of Paxton and
kids, May $9.77
July $9.f
Second mass at 9:30 a. m.
9.S
Chaves of Albuquerque, Miss Baum of and Moore.
BONI
COUNT
APPEALS
Third mass at 10:30 a. m.
St. Louis, Feb. 9. Wool
Denver and R. C. Gortner.
A
steady
fight occurred late last
FROM DIVORCE DECISION.
At 4 o'clock p. m. Vespers and and unchanged.
Mrs. Hall and Mrs. Sargent were night
among the prisoners confined in
Benediction.
New
the hostesses at a very handsomely the county Jail. Three men who had
York, Feb. 9. Lead and copParis, Feb. 9. It Is said that the Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal.) per, quiet,
appointed card party yesterday after- been arrested early in the evening for rumor
unchanged.
Bonl
Count
that
Castellane
de
R.
Rev. W.
Dye, In charge.
Kansas City, Feb. 9. Cattle receipts
noon at Elks
Hall. Five hundred being drunk and disorderly are rehad
from
the
of
decision
appealed
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
400; steady.
was the game played at seventeen ported to have attacked John M. MorNative steers, $4.00 (3
Morning prayer with sermon at 11
tables. The first and second prizes ris, who Is in Jail on a charge of hav the courts of last November granting
Southern steers, $3.505.25;
Southern cows, $2.25g3.75; native
were awarded respectively to Mm ing murdered Catalino Lobato on New a divorce to his- wife is confirmed. The o'clock.
period under the French procedure in
Evening prayer at 4:30 o'clock.
cows and heifers, $2.255.00; stock- Coutchey and irs. C. O. Luckenbach, Year's night at Lamy. Morris came which an
Lenten services during week as ers and feeders,
appeal can be made, expires
and the consolation trophy was borne out of the encounter with his
$3.254.80; bulls,
right
eft by Mrs. Wratson.
The hall was arm dislocated. Dr. David Knapp was February 14, and notice of an appeal follows:'
$2.754.25; calves, $3.5O7.50; West
entered
In
behalf
of
Count
the
preWednesday
morning
ern
regular.
decorated very tastily with carnations summoned and reduced the dislocafed steers, $3.756.00; Western
vents the decree from becoming defiAsh Wednesday service at 10:30 fed cows, $2.504.25.
and potted plants, while numerous tion. The steel cells which were or
nite on that date. The notice does o'clock.
Navaho blankets disposed about on dered some time ago have not yet not
Sheep Receipts, 600; teady. Mutstate the ground of appeal and It Thursday and Friday afternoons.
the floor produced a very unique effect. arrived and In the meantime the priston, $5.000.00; lambs, $7.007.60;
will probably be several months beEvening prayer at 4:30 o'clock.
Delicious refreshments were served at oners are all shut up
range wethers, $5.006.60; fed range
together In the fore the matter comes before the
Seats free.
..,
the conclusion of cards, The guests cell house corridor.
wethers,
$5.005.60; fed ewes, $4.00
,
courts.
All cordially Invited.
6.50. '

COAL s WOOD I

Jtaton lump

Luckenbach, and Miss Luckenbach
have Issued invitations for an "at
home" to be given Monday afternoon
from three to five o'clock at the Luckenbach residence, 397 Palace Avenue.
Mrs. John H. Walker will entertain
at a reception during the coming week
complimentary to Mrs. William H.
Pope, of Roswell, wife of Associate
Justice Pope, who is now in the Capital. The date for the affair has not
yet been set positively on account of
the uncertainty as to just when Mrs.
Pope will reach the city, but it will
probably be held next Friday.
Mrs. J. O. Cameron, of Carlsbad,
wife of Councilman Cameron, started
from home this morning to join her
She went
husband in the Capital.
from there via El Paso where she will
visit a few days. ,
Thursday evening last Mr. and
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